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December 1965 

Introduction: After examining the evidence of Nos~nko's mala 

fides in %be notebook, which I assume to be the best evidence, 

although not all of it, I am convinced that Nosenko is a bona fide 

·defector. I believe theca~~ against him bas arisen and persisted 

because the facts have beej misconstrued, ignored, or interpreted··. 

_without sufficient consideratio~ of his psychological f~tlings. I 

. rec.ommend that the case be "reviewed by a. new t"eam" of. CIA off"icers .. · ..... 

·1. There .are several references in the Nosenko notebool,(. to the. e~-
. . . . . . . 

tent ai,td quality of the "intelligence h~ provided. In the 25 March 

1-964 memo to DDP, it is asserted that. "A compar·ison of .his pos~tive·' . 

intelligence with that of other Soviet ·:sloc intelligence. officers 

with whom we hav~ h~d an operational rela~ionship.shows that ali of· 

·them were consistently better able ~o __ provide useful.po~itive.intelli~ 

gence 'than bas been Nose_nko." Tab D of this same memo states "His 

~ositive intelligence production £s practically nil," and later: 

"view.ed overall .. however, NOSENKO's positive intelligence production 

has been ~o meager for a man of his background, trainirig an4 positi~n . 

as to cast doubts on his. bona fides, without. refer~nce to·'.other. 

criteria." All of these statements are incorrect. 

2. There are ~hree p~ison~·~n the Clandestin~ Service with the 

background and .experie.nce tomak~ this. judgment~'· None was·consulted· 

r.ega;rdirig these evaluations of. ;N~_senkQ' s produc·t.;ion · ·aitd ·.access·.·;.', AlL'.::.~:.: 

.. agree that they are incorrect. · N·o 1\GB officer has· been. abie to 

prc;>vi_de more useful intelligence than Nosenko hi;Ls; ·intelligence 
. i 

. . ' . . 

. -r· -· ... - -~.- -~·-· ··-- _..., 
· · . .:t. · ; .. - .. .- . c-a.!.oi: : . . . ····. . . . .. i. 
·.t.·- ___ ..; ___ -----~·-·--··-..:......:;.- .. 1_ 
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usefulness of all KGB officers (perhaps all CI officers) is 

"practically nil". Golitsyn's was nil. This is apt to be par-

ticula~ly ,true if a requirements officer is not directly supporting 

the caae office~ as was true in the Nosenko case. Viewed in the 

proper context, therefore, Nosenko's intelligence production cannot 

be used in his def•rise, but neither can it be said honestly to cast 

any doubt whatsoever on his bon~ fides, and the judgment regar~ing 

his.bona fides must therefore be made on the basis of his counter-

int~lligence infotmation~ 

3. Before commenting on the count.erintelligence case against 

him, I feel there are some aspects of his personality analys_is by the 

psychiatrist ~hich h&:ve _a much stronger bea.ring on the ca:se than is 

~ apparent in the notebook. The psychologist's report is only mentioned 

in passing in the notebook, but it too may shed light on the validity 

of evaluations of Nosenko's counterintelligence.information which 

bear on his bona fides. The psychiatrist is indirectly quoted 

(presumably only in part) in the 11 May 1964 status.report as follows: 
..... 

"NOSENKO shows significant indications of a serious personality dis-

order."· "The sociopathic aspect of his character. apparently explains 

his inattention to 'objective fact' ••• " Once these conclusions 

are reached by competent authority, the interrogator and CI analyst 

are out of their elements. It 1$ hardly likely that a ~erson with 

a serious perscinality disorder, ~nattentiv~ to objective fact, will 
'. . ~ 

be able to provide the sort of substant.ial information which would 

inspire faith in him. Neither is it conceivable that he would be 

.. -.. -.... -·-·r 
i .... j_ •• ~: .. w _.:1. 
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selected by the KGB to carry out even one of the several vital 

missions which he is alleged to be on in the West. The substaritive 

evidence that he is not on any mission is given below. 

4. The March 1964 memo to DDP concludes that "Those of us who 

have worked with Nosenko cannot accept that he is other than a KGB 

plant." This statement is also incorrect. The only officer who· .. 

worked with Nosenko who bas any depth of experience with Soviet 
. . . . 

agents--Kisevalter--does not accept this. No doubt the.ps~chologist_ 

and psychiatrist who worked with "him would also dissent. Who, then,'· 

accepts this insidious conclusion? Only one of the off_icers who· 

worked with Nosenko had ·any prior experience wi.th one of our Soviet 

agents, and that was riot in the field of counterintelligence. None 

'"" of the ~ffi_cers was experienced· in. counterint:elligence against the 

t. USSR. The initial judgment that Nosenko was a plant was made by the 

officer with the least Soviet ex.perience, a bare two weeks after the 

initial contact with Nosenko, on the basis of "careful comparison of 

.NOSENKO's information with that provided by Anatoliy Golitsyn ••• " ' 

.This is an incredible conjunction o£ inexperienced personnel and 

crucial decision. 

5. There are. three most important items of· information in 

No·senko' s 196.2 revelations to us. ·Only two ' .. are discussed in the 
...·~. 

notebook, so I shall begin- my c·omments on his ·ci information with 

the one which was omitted from discussion: 
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A. Boris Belitskiy - Nosenko told us that this Soviet agent of 

ours had been under Soviet control since our recruitment of him. 

This was startling news to most persons who had worked on this case. 

We recruited Belitskiy in 1958 and held our second series of meetings 

·.with him in London in August 1961~ At that time I worked very closely 

with the case officer and p~lygraph operator in order to assess 

B!litskiy's bona fides, which bad come under suspic~on at Headquarters. 

Upon our return from Lond9n, during discussion of the latest Penkovsk~y 

meetings, CSR informed DDP that B~litskiy ~as constdered b~na fide ~ 

by ev~ryone but me. Belitskiy came out to the U.S. in 1962, several 

months after Nosenko compromised him, but he has not come out since 

Nosenko's defection. It is inconceivable that the Soviets would 

build up Belitskiy, get him past the polygraph, and then compromise 

him. As I po~nted ~ut in my October 1964 paper on.Soviet disinforma-

tion cases, Belitskiy was the first such sophisticat~d case run against 

us, and would hardly be sacri·ficed needlessly just when it was ready 

to bear fruit for the Soviets. 

B. ANDREY - Nosenko stated that this was the most important U.S. 

penetration he had heard of in his entire career. The analysis of 

this case in the notebook is very ~trange, to say the lea•t· The com

parison of· Nosenko' s information with Golitsyn' s show.s ve:a:;y clearly 

that. Nosenko' s informati_on was. remarkably .accurate. and Golitsyn' s 

was entirely misleading! Golitsyn is said in the notebook to have 

been desk officer for two years on this case! Nosenko stated quite 

correctly that this agent was a cipher machine mechanic recruited 

,... ~·~ '' . - -'. _, 
• • 0 ·... . 
-;_.::. ....... _,;._ .. l. 
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in Moscow in 1949-50 and that he left Moscow in 1950; his informa-

tion that Kovshuk (alias KOMAROV) had gone to Washington to recontact 

him in 1955-56 may or may not be true, but it gave the additional ~lue 

that Kovshuk traveled alias KOMAROV. It is really surprisin~ that 

this much information did not lead CI analysts to the agent; the only 

fact that Golitsyn added to Nosenko's information is that the agent 

was located in Atlantic.City. · 

The notebook analysis. c~nclude~ that the~e was an agent being 

hidden by Nosenko's information, although most of the evidence given 

for this is from Nosenko. The opposite conclusion should be:reached. 

by objective analysis of Nosenko's ~tatements •. Nosenko calls the· 

agent _ANDREY _and Golitsyn calls_ him JACK. Obviously, .the ·Soviets 

nad two a2ents and we have found onlv one so far: even the notebook 

an~lvsis a2rees. Nosenko had no rieed-t~-know on either of these two 

cases, and it appears that both Nosenko and Golitsyn have mixed them 

up because of similarities in the cases.· Nosenko's confused version, 

although less confused than Golit.syn' s, is much mor.e important than 

Golitsyn's, because Nosenko states categorically that as of 1962 th~ 

Soviet agent "working in the Pent~gon at that time provided valuable 

information on ciphet machines a~d related matters." Instead of 

hiding an agent, 'Nosenko is giving information .on the agents, one of 

whom is at large right now! GolitSyn indirectly gave the opinion 
... 

that .the Soviets still have a cod_e. clerk in -place when he disagreed 
.• :c., .... 

.. 
•: .... ·· .... : 

with Nosenko ab~ut .a recruitment attempt in Moscow, but this may be 

·only a dispute about the recruitment time, n()t t.he fact. 

r· ·: ~ :~~ :- _-! .. :' 

~ ~-~ -:.~.·~ l. 
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Nosenko's conclusive evidence that there were two cases i~ his 

identification of Kovshuk as Komarov, which made it possible for us 

to check visa lists ~nd determine that "Komarov" visited Washington 

in 1957. Golitsyn's JACK, on the other hand, confessed that the 

Soviet bad recontacted him in 1955. Although Golitsyn did not know 

specifically why Kovshuk went to Washington, or his alias, he 

identified "Komarov's" photo ~s Kovshuk. The recontact TDY officer 

in Golitsyn's story was Yuriy Novikov; the notebook does· not indicate 

whether Novikov did come to Vashington in: 1955. 

·Nosen~o was wrong in.one respect--he thought he was ~dentifying 

one i~portant U.S. penetration, but he actually was telling us about 

two! No more time should be waste~ in ·the s•arch for this ~oviet 

agent. 

c. Surveillance -- The March 1964 DDP memo states that "Nosenko's 

principal message to us in 1962 and again in 1964 was that the loss 

of several of our most pToductive sources in the years 1958 through 

1962 was solely the result of a comprehensive and technically ad- ' 

vanced system of surveillance in Moscow." Presumably this means 

the loss of Popov in early.l959 (Nosenko 1962) and Penkovskiy in late 

1962 (Nosenko 19641). In my opinion this "message" is not nearlj as 

important as messages A and B above, although it is i~portant • 
... 

Although all available sources in our experience testify to the 

efficacy of Sovie~ surveillance in Moscow, with special emphasis on 

Penkovskiy, the notebook chooses to take issue with this Nosenko 

information. However, no evidence is presented to prove Nosenko 

.-~ -: ~~. ~ -:~7 
;.,.;o .w·~:.:; .. .:.._a..&. 
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wrong. The only argument attempted consists of a ·grave insinuation 
8 ••• . ·. 

about an American· citizen· and CIA enip.loyee, w£n ters, which was later 
.. 

checked and found to be without foundation. The analysis asserts 

that the Soviet intelligence documents provided by KGB officer 

C~~r~pa~~v in l~t~ 1963 supp~~i ~osenk~'s in~orm~tioh about sur-

veillance of Popov. However,- inStead of reaching the logical and 

normal conclusion that these two sources confirm one another, the 

uotebo~k reaches the opposite conclusion--because'they ~upport one 

another, they are both suspect. 

If we have no evidence, as is ihe cas~ here, what grounds are 

there for-contradicting N6senkoi .Presumably the same as thos• for 

suspecting Winters. If we are proceeding on. intuition at this point, 

·it has more than a. touch. of genuine paranoia in it. 
'~ · . 

. ·,: 
6. Much is made throughout the notebook about inconsistencies 

.. 
' · .. · .. ~ -: ·.:. 

and discrepancies tn Nosenko's information. 

However, be£ore an experienced interrogator reaches significant. 

'conclusi_ons. about an agent. s bon_a fides, he mus.t_ w~i_gh ::all of_ th~ 
. . . .' .. 

psychological factors involved. 
. . . . . 

By the time Nosenko's inexperienced 

in~erroga~ors were-finished with him, they were of course experienced, 
... - . 

but by that time they were also heavily committed to condemning 

Nosenko, and the ~etails which ·they were coverini.were already so·-

trivial, antique, or repetitive- that no useful results could be 

expected. In any agent operation, the case officer must be an 

··: .... amateur psychologist, but in dealing with a complex defector, 

particularly when a professional diagnbsis· has been made, the 
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amateur. must step aside. 

7. · There are several phases or psychologica:l steps which the 

Nosenko operation.must be divided into. There is no direct relation-

ship between them, and it is fruitless to compare information from 

them. The only thread through all of them is the psychiatrist'~ 

assertion that he has a disturbed personality inattentive ~o objective 

fact. These primary phases are 1962 meetings, 1964 meetings, and 

post-defection meetings. The character of the 1962 meeting is 
. . 

concU..tioned by whatever mc;»tivated him to make contact; the informs.-

tion he provided is probab1y couched in terms of his determination 

to get what he could out of us, but' he was not then thinking in terms 

of a relatiqnshipwhich would make it possible for us to see through 

his exaggerated self-impo~tance. The 1964 meetings probably still 

had some of this ~ttitude behind them» but the positive and negative . 

ramifications of the contact had been fomenting in his disturbed mind 

for over· a year and a half, and the factors which led him to actu~lly 

make the break would probably have disturbed the content and clarity 

of his information as well. Once he had defected, the disturbed 

elements of his personality probably were at a crisis level.· as he 

had.added the need to compensate for committing treason aud to . . . . 

establish himself ·in ari alien envi~onment; he had not only to rebuild 

his entire life, but his._self~re~pect, ethics, and other aspects of 

his disturbed personality. When one adds to this the psychiatrist's 

findings that he is "brutally egotistic", "with no concern for the 

feelings and interests of others", "undisciplined, narcissistic, 

and exhibitionistic," it becomes starkly clear that this is not an 
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indi~idual whose information can be judged by routine standards. 

8. Throughout the notebook there is reference to our capability 

·to check on Nosenko's information. It is stated that there has been 

an "enormous flow to the We~t of detailed information on the Soviet 

_intelligence and security services which resutted from the numerous 

defections to the West of Soviet intelligence officers and the 

successful penetratiops of the Soviet Intelligence since 1954." 

The March 1964 DDP memo goes so far as to say that "the West acquired 

so m~c~ infor~ation·on KGB personnel, organization and modus operandi 

·that there.was very little which the KGB would not consider com-

promised in some way ••• " While it is true·that we have had some 

good defectors _in the past, the latter statement strains credulity._ 

If we examine the KGB sources available to us who could ha.ve provided 

such infor~ation, we find that there were several up to 1955 and then 
' 

none until Decel!lber 1961. Since Popov and Penkovskiy were GRU 

officers, they had littie detail to contribute. on the KGB; Goleniewski 

was Polish, so his real knowledge of the KGB was accordingly and under-

standably limited. Therefore, as of January 1962,. when Golitsyn 

reluctantly began to give us information", our e~ormous "flelli>· of 

Jnfcrmation" on the.KGB had been i~terrupted since· 1955i and by far 

the larger part of it was at least eight years old, as it had come 

from Rastvorov and Deryabin. Since Deryabin had left Moscow in 

September 1953, and Rastvorov in July 1950, our best stock of KGB 

info predated late 1953. Therefore, to say that the KGB would 

consider almost all of its organization, personnel, and mo4us operandi 
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compromised to the West from January 1934 up to "Penkovskiy's arrest 

in October 1962", is a considerable exaggeration. A more balanced 

statement is made in the DCI memo of 9 September 1965, ~hich limits 

the "enormous" reference to 1954. The only defector or agent whd 

might have been in position to provide us any volume of information 

·.on these subjects from 1954 to 1962 was Golitsyn.himself. A better 

indication of the state of our knowl~dge on these subjects is 

suggested in ·the March 1964 DDP me.mo in the form .. of ,8; criticism of 
~osenko's performance: " ••• but he has brought out not a fraction of 

what would ba~e been easily available to him on such subjects as KGB 
. ' .. 

tahle of organization, which he knew from 1962 to be of interest to 

f · us ••• " It·is very unlikely that the KGB would equate our 1954 fund 

of information with Nosenko's 1964'knowledge; the genuinely relevant 

·question is whether they would equate Golitsyn's knowledge with 

Nosenko's, and that is discussed below. In fact, the March 1964 

later contradicts itself on this point; stating that before.the 

Nosenko defection, we had no contact with KGB officials.over many 

years. 

9 •. It i.s not .easy to compare Nosenko' s information with .. 

' memo 

Golitsyn's because the latter broke off contact with us before he was 

, · fully debriefed, but the comparison made in the notebook should be valid 

to the extent that the two men reported on the same subject matter. 

Most of Golitsyn's service ~n the KGB was spent in school. His 

actual intelligence experience consisted of two.years on the 
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American CI desk from 1951 to 1952, about 6 months on the Emigre CI 

desk, two years in the field·~ -~·inc~ August 1955, has been as NATO 

Reports Officer from September 1959 to April 1960, and CI officer 

on the American desk from that time through his tour in Finland 

~nd defection in December 1961. He left Moscow PCS in August 1960. 

His significant information dates_ primarily from his service as a 

report~ officer. Nosenko, on the other hand, is unique as a source 

of information on the KGB. His entire 12 years in the KGB·has been 

in Moscow, except-for short TDY _trips to Europe and considerable 

TDY travel th.rough 1962 and 1963 to outlying KGB post·s in ·the USSR. 

Most of this time he ~as a CI officer working against tourists, 

except for 1960-62, against the American Embassy. Therefore, his 

information on KGB Headquarters is. alm6st £our years later than 

Go1itsyn's, and should be-correspondingly b~tter. 

10. A number of assumptions aie m•de in the notebook about 
. ..... 

"that specific area of knowledge which NOSENKO_should have possessed 

if he h~d Occupied the particular KGB. pos~tions at the particular 

times· he claimed." As outlined in the paragraph above, our insight 

wh·ich would even theoretically. permit such assumptions is dated 1954 

at best. Does this give us firm grounds for reaching reliable con-... 

elusions about the access afforded by a KGB position? The most 

difficult proble~ for analysts in the Soviet sphere is to translate 

themselves into the Soviet environment.. Outsid~ the Cland~stine 

Service it is rare to meet an analyst wit~ a realistic eontept of 

the USSR; most of them go on the assumpcion that American analogies 
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are applicable to the Soviet scene. From our own operational 

experience we have learned to be quite wary of assuming knowledge 

of sp·ecific aspects of the Soviet target. Since our basis for 

making assumptions about Nosenko's job is ten years old, that would 

suggest that Deryabin or. Rastvorov would be as competent as any of 

us to judge Nosenko. However Deryabin betrayed his prejudic~ when .. he 

mad• the snap judgment that Nosenko was "phony" after he ha~ been 

"briefed on ~he mere facts of the Nosenko case ••• " Such horseback· 

judgments do not inspire confidence; Deryabin's competence ·t9 sit in 

judg111ent of No.senko I :1"~ further analyzed below. 

Another example. of faulty projection into the .Soviet si.tuation 

l in the notebook concerns the $250. in operational funds which Nosenko 

misappropriated in Geneva in·l962~ In the March 1964 memo it is 

stated that the amount of money was "only abou~$2~d and be could 

certainly have made up this deficit through either of two close 

friends. (another· is added elsewhere) who were present in Geneva at the 

time ••• " Aside from the fact that the notebook tries to prove 

elsewhere that neither of these persons was .really a close friend, 

the weakness in this assumption is obvio~s. As the March 1964 memo 

states, "loss of ops funds is a terrible offense in Sovi4t eyes ••• " 

. Does any of us consider $250 to b.e a paltry sum? If we. bad- mis.appro-

priated such a sum would we want our best friends or superiors to 

know about it? Even in an emergency, most of us would probably go 

to extremes to avoid embarrassing a friend by such .'a request, or 

exposing our ~eaknesses.to a friend. However, the psychiatrist bas 

already given us evidence that Nosenko was not the kind of person 
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who makes friends, so the notebook is probably correct in its 

alternate finding that the persons in Geneva were not friends in 

the best sense of the word (the money-lending sense). Nosenko had 

no place-to turn, ,particularly when one adds his need to indu~ge 

himself, which has been confirmed by the psychiatrist, Golitsyn. our· 

own experience with him, our knowledge of Soviet VIP sons, and his 

own.admission. Our ignorance of the specific background_is another 

factor in weighing the significance of the ops funds vuln•rability 

question. How many times had Nosenko misappropriated funds.previ6usly? 

How bad he made up the deficit before? What would be the rationaliza-

tion of the situation in the case of a disturbed personality such as 

Throughout the memos and other documents in the_notebook there 

is a stx:eam of consciousness· discussion of Nosenko' s career, f"ir.st 

·providing evidence and co.nclusions that he had certain positions, ' 

later evidence and conclusions that he did not, and so forth. This 

uncertainty even goes so far as to suggest, even to conclude, that 

Nosenko is not even Nosenko! Gradually, the ·case was built up again 

that-he is in fact Nosenko. There are several way~ to read this 
.. 

confusion, but the psychiatrist's findings show the path. to the 

correct understanding of it.· It is very. difficult to deai ~ffectively 

with a distur~ed personality, and it is not surprising that the SR 

people working with him found him confusing. However, Golitsyn 

confirmed that Nosenko worked where he said h~ did~ even that he was 

a "skirt-chaser", many of his agents confirmed his employment in the 
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KGB, and Artamonov could have confirmed that he was Nosenko if he 

had been asked to do so. The inability of our personnel to see the 

facts through Nosenko'~ stories which were "inattentive to objective 

fact" .is .not necessarily a reflection on them, but neither can it be 

used with confidence to support serious accusations ~gainst Nosenko. 

The evaluation of ~n agent on personality or "eyeball-t~-eyeball" 

grounds is extremely precarious. In fact, the one Nosenko 

interrogator with Soviet agent experience was involved during the 

same time period with just such ~ judgment on .another agent, in which 

be, and another of our best and most experienced case officers, as 

well as the p6lygraph, proved to be absolutely wrong i~ their 

assessment of the agent. Many of o~r Soviet agents and defectors 

have been unbalanced. This observation applies to Penkovskiy, it 

applies to Nosenko, and it applies to Golitsyn, an·d to Krotkov; · 

Deryabin's long siege with alcoholism shows that he was not entirely 

exempt •. Treason is indeed a grave deci.s::i.on, even if committed in 

steps, as N~senko did tt, and the -defe6tor does not becom• 100 p~rcent 

American and 0 percent· Soviet when ·he crosses the border. 

The ultimate conclusions about Nos~nko's bona .fides, as the 

notebook indicates,~ must be based on his production--how ._much did 

he hurt the Soviets. The evidenc~ shows that he has damaged the 

Soviet .intelligence effort more than all the other KGB defectors 

combined. The specific elements of this damage are as follows: 

A •. Belitskiy--The evidence is stated above; this was the pinnacle 

of the Soviet disiriformation achievement. Once Nosenko had com-

promised it, as I pointed out in my October 1964 paper, all other 
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similar agents are unmasked. 

B. ANDREY-JACK--Although Nosenko'~ information was precise on one 

of these two agentss and Golitsyn's was largely incorrects Golitsyn 

is inexplicably given the credit for our discovering the agent. This 

agent was no longer active, but this is small consolation, as he had 

been a cipher machine mechanic, and details of cipher machines have 

value well beyond their date of manufacture. 

More importants Nosenko assures us that another agent is still 

providing the Soviets such-information. All the wrong data Golitsyn 

·· provided may ~ctually app1y to the ~gent who has not been apprehertded. 

C. Vassall-~Nosenko. is given credit for the apprehension of Vassall-

this alone is sufficient to establish his bona fides. Information on 
Western naval matters~ particularly Polaris submari~es, _is undoubtedly 

top priority for Soviet intelligence. It is completely out. of· the 

question that a source with any potential for reporting on this 

subject would be terminated even an hour before he had to be. The 

only substa~tial clue that Golitsyn gave us on Vassal! was that 

British Admiralty documents were being rece~ved in the_ KGB· Reports 

Office in 1959. It is not surprising that CI officers did not dis-

cover Vassal! on this slim lead, since it could have beeb assumed 

that the documents came from the Lonsdale-Cohen-Houghton net com-

promised by Goleniewski. It borders on fantasy to reach the con-

elusion that the Soviets would compromise Vassal! to us over 6 months 

after Golitsyn defected on the assumption that Goli:,tsyn had com-

promised him. In fact, it is fantastic! 
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D. Johnson-~Nosenko is quite right in asserting that this is one of 

the best leads he gave us. If it were not for him~ this agent would 

still be operatin_g a·gainst us.· The memo to the FBI makes a strenuous 

effort to demonstrate that this was a troublesome case for the KGB 
/ 

and that there were security weaknesses in it. That is the kind 

of tr~uble we would love to have~-this agent had access to some of 

the highest-level information available in NATO, which is to say, 

U.S. plans for war in Europe. His rank, experience, clearances, and 

tradecraft ability qualify him as the best possible type of agent. 

The KGB undoubtedly had great hopes f~r his future access. If the 

complication of his wife's disturbed personality had constituted- a 

~.:.. genuine threat to the operation, the Soviets probably would have 

arranged for her to have an "accident". They may well have con-

sidered this and concluded that she was a valuable component _of 

Johnson's motivation. The only straightforward reason that the 

memo to ~BI giyes for ·the Soviet willingness to compromise this 

operation apparently is Soviet fear of its being blown to the 
'·· 

French. Isn't this pretty weak! Of course. Nosenk~'s knowledge 

of this case is questioned on.the grounds that it is a violation 
• 

of the "~sually effective KGB security .compartmentation", yet we 

have said earlier that most of Golitsyn's valuable information 

consisted of things he "had no right to know". 

E. The KGB--The Mar~h 1964 memo states that "Nosenko's production 

has been most useful in those areas which t~e KGB must consider 

already compromised (KGB organization, general methods and 
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techniques, Headquarters personnel) ~i expendable (name~ of per-
' ' 

sonnel who do not work abroad, etc.) ••• " After considering the 

five cases cited above, it is impossible to agree with this. This 

sentence is also contradicted by the facts given above on the unique 

nature of his acces$ and the paucity of reliable information on the 

KGB since 1954, exce·pting Golitsyn, who served in an entirely different 

directorate from Nosenko. In fact the memo states that Nosenko's 

information on his directorate was far more deta~led than Golitsyn's,· 

and most of the 240 names he gave us w~re previously not known to us. 

To assume that the KGB would consider Nosenko's information com- · 

promised is to find them unaware of their own defectors or grossly 

. wrong about our knowledge of the KGB. ·The criticism that he does 

not kn_ow (or remember) enough about CIA personnel in Moscow in-

corporates another large assumption; perhaps we have made some 
. . . 

progress in concealing our people from the KGB. They may mnke errors 
' 

in iden~ifying AIS officers just as w~ do on the RIS. 

F. FOreign agents--No .Soviet defect9r has identified as many Soviet 

a-gents as Nosenko. He identified 73 past, present, or developmental 

American a·gen ts and 97 foreigners in the same categories. The arguments 
to 

employed in the me~oldeprecate Nosenko's list of agents 'tio not provide 

evidence· that he was.wrong or that it· is incomplete, but lean heavily 

on the fact that we knew most of them or that they are not important. 

Thank God for something. However, the fact that we may have known 

or suspected most of them is irrelevant, particula~ly when our basis 

for suspicion was derogatory information. If this were used as a 
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primary ba~is for suspecting people of being Soviet age~~·, •everal 

thousand more per·sons. could qualify-. . The significant ~;:.~~-'~ i.n 

i .. ;;~ ...-ere evaluat ng these agents ia whether the Soviets knew tha~ 

already aware of these agents. The. next logic.al step f~ o/) j u.dge 

whether the Soviets would be willing to give them all u:;" 
. · . #-.v~.ot:s in 

of looking at this· aspect is to assume that they are ott~ ¥-

the USSR, rather than theirs in. the West,. and then calc::~~~~ how 

Out 

· •han 
of the 170 on our list, I doubt that we would surrender ~~/:1¢ .. . 

half a dozen. ·unless they are going out of business, n~~~~*& vould 

the Soviets. On the basis of the table in the m.emo, th~l'te: 1~ 
. .( "~.., known 
~ evidence to indicate that only about 15 of 170 were cer~#rPw, 

by the KGB .to be compromised to us. -The old argument, ~-y.,~A~-1;. C?li~syn 

said it first, is repeated in the· memo in respect to No~~~Y/)'s 1962 

information: "There was a remarkable· correlation betwef5-fJ. t:~ two, 

sources, giving the distinct impr~ssion that NOSENKO wa~ 1-P fact 

, lilil:f~ction." reporting from the KGB's damage assessment on GOLITSYN ~ -

· ~ llll'i}~enko 
The same claim is not made about the list of agents whi~" P 

. '~ ;i.nforma-provided, as only 8 of the 170 were confirmed by GolJ.tsyf~ 

i , . . -~. "'«..,··~knko's· 
t on. If the correlation· of Golitsyn s information wit.1t PA" · 

1962 info can be judged remarkable, it is onl~ in the s~~-~ ~hat 
,,. . ..r;.<;>n

Nosenk~ reported useful details correctly while Golitsy~ ~~ 

sistently wrong. This is understandable, since most of ~):..~t:: 

1 "r~vn points of information fall into the category of things (:;~o·~'··~ " 

~ ..I f-../;,·t nhad no right to know", and which therefore probably wotl},.. 
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G. Microphones in U •. S. Embassy--Of the· 3 points of the 18 on which 

Golitsyn provides better or contradictory information, one concerned 

~olitsyn's desk directly and was logical for him to know. The other 

two concern bugs and SIGINT equipment in the American Embassy. The 

major contradiction deals with bugs,.Nosenko stating that the new. 

wing had none and Golitsyn stating that a lot of money had been 

spent arranging audio coverage of the new wing. Examined carefuliy, 

these statements are not contradictory. Lots of plans end up in the 

trash. Golitsyn goes on to say that Embassy bugs were still active 
/ 

in 1961. It is clear that this statement does not refer specifically 

to the new wing, which was built in 1960-61, and not occupied until 

~" 1962. Although .Nosenko was the third source to identify.a microphone 

in the minister-counsellor's office, it was his specific information 

on locations of\ nuizierous other mikes which ultimately led .to_ th~ 

discovery of the large number of mikes in the Embassy. Once again, 

his ·was the information which was critical to our security, but he 

does not get the credit. In fact, once he h~d given us the key data, 

all other embassies in Moscow with which we are friendly could use 

our experienc·e to detect mikes in their embassies, thereby denying 

the Soviets additional intelligence. The Soviets would b.ardly 

sacrifice all this! Although we ~ound a few more microphones than 

~e knew of, they were all compromised as soon as we found the first 

cable and followed i~ around the building. Nosenko stated that 

there were no mikes in the renovated north wing, and he was right. 

Whatever we found in that wing· resulted from his information. 

Nosenko's service in the American Embassy section from 1960-62 

. ~ · .. : 
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should have made him knowledgeable at least of CI aspects of this 

subject':' The_ mikes were not the r~sp.onsibility of his section, 

nor was the intelligen~e produced. So far as the entite 18 points 

go, Nosenko's information is unq'llestionably more complete and 

accurate in the main. 

The Cherepanov papers, deli~ered to the American Embassy in 

November 1963, are said to· support Nosenko's story of his career 

and he vouches for the•~ Logically, they ~re both valid, but this 

is not accepted. Along with considerable ~nuendo and insinuation, 

the March 1964 DDP memo calls the papers the "Winters Papers." .. · 

Since· Winters ~as examined and ~leared after this memo was writte~, 

~. the arguments against the validt~y of thes~ pap~rs lose cohesion, 

at least, and should be redrafted if they are to make any sense at 

all (if not for sake of decency). The only other serious argument 

given against the pap•rs relates to KGB resources for writing a~d , 

handling documents. Since only Nosenko and Goli~syn are accessi~le 

_and knowledgeable on such procedures in the mod~rn KGB, Golitsyn's 

.comments would be appropriate, bu-t the comments used presumably are 

10 years old, from_Deryabin~ The conclusion that the papers are of 

no value to us is irrelevant~ as long as the individual ~ho gave 

them to us thought they were and believed he was hurting the Soviets 

by handing them over. Penkovskiy's views on the value of what he 

gave us were often inconsistent with our own. Whatever Nosenko 

told us~ we could not, and did not, pretend to know the identity 

of every Soviet agent in any country, including the United States. 

' . 

~~Vr;~~7U~:::·:_·:.~~-;-,;;:_: : .. :~ .. :\.·~·~;~>_,-~·:.:.-'· .. ·,:,·.. ·_,_ ._: ·. :·.· ,': .. ;.',;,:~~~~:·". ·_. > 
1
::.·_, .o· .. •• ... ·'::~·.;:·p;-~<::;:."~·.\.·,,. :~:·.:<(~\:_;f·,.~~~~~:~· 
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His position in the Counterintelligence (Second) _Directorate of the 

KGB certainly would not afford him such access, since .the primary 

intelligence effort of ·the KGB is in the Intelligence (First) 

Directorate for which Golitsyn worked. The aspect which Nosenko 

could observe~s the narrow one of Moscow, with an occasional 
.. 

incidental, illegal.insight through the compartmentation.system, 

which Golitsyn demonstrated to be rather leaky. 

Krotkov, the agent of Nosenko's directorate who defected in 

London in September 1963,has little bearing on the Nosenko case 

but is mentioned here because it is cited •s evidence against 

Nosenko, although ·it also supports Nosenko to_ some extent. There 

appears to be good reason to believe, as Nosenko said, that Krotkov 

was a "little crazy". The book.which Krotkov wrote gives evidence 

of personality disturbance, and the hypertension from which h.e 

suffers could not be faked, ·but could ~ell be organic evidence of 

mental imbalance. The approach ·of the KGB officer, Lysov, to the }BI 

in September 1962 ·also lacks conviction as circumstantial evidence 

against Nosenko. ~fa KGB officer were in financial\st~a~~~· ~~-
. . . 

involving mishandling of ops funds, the actions of Nosenko and 

Lysov presumably are characteristic of the primary steps he would 
"' 

take to extricate himself. There may be an operational suggestion 

here for us, as well as a warning which is echoed in the Dunlap, 

Johnson, and Whalen cases. Another question is posed.i.n the memo 

concerning the Soviets whom Nosenko has recommended to us for 

recruitment, particularly V.P. Suslov. There is a~ obvious answer 
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to· this question, however and that is'to recr~it Suslov. The 

objection that this may be a provocation by the Soviets is not 

valid, since we are already running a Soviet disinformation agent 
I 

in the UN. 

The point is made and emphasized in the notebook that the KGB 

Disinformation Department was formed in 1959.. This is a very mis-

leading fact. As Ra.stvorov and Golitsyn· h~ve reported, there was a. . .., 

. Disinformation Service in the KI, and Golitsyn confirmed that the 

function .continu~d after the KI dissolved in·l951, although there was 

no separate element· for it. Most o~ the Soviet disinformation agents 

known to us were run against us before 1959, and the 

ones, Be_litskiy, ~~ACRON,. and prohably(f~LOO, were 

most sophisticated 

conceived and -~ 

executed before 1959. The establishment of a separate Disinforma-

tion Pepartment, therefore,·appears to have followed the heyday of 

_the di~information operation~ rather than 

new operations have been conceived since, 
'2. 

preceded it. . Certainly ' 

su~h a.s·~~YPHOON i 
t...._ ___ ___, 

a.nd[A ASK in .and probably others, as indicated by our memos 
. z z. 

to CSR·on[A~ARING_and~ .. JlUNUS, bu~ the days of the disinformation 

agent probably have been .num~ered since Nosenko's · exp.osure of 

Belitskiy. 

There are a number of references in the case against Nosenko 

to unidentified "knowledgeable sources" who are quoted making 

damaging assessments of Nosenko. It is apparent from most such 

references that the knowledgea-ble sources meant are' Deryabin and 

Rastvorov. However, neither of these two KGB officers can genuinely 



•. ..·:. 

.be said to have knowledge of the KGB which is applicable to the 

·Nos~nko case, since one left Mosco.w in i950 and the other. in 1954. 

The . most s_erious assumption affecting Nosenko' s assessment are 

those which involve his production. 
. . . •. . ;II . 

The argument against him falls 

· ·apart completely without the continuous application of the assumption 

· .. that he has told us only what ·the Soviets knew was alread;r·in our 

· · .. ·hands • 

! .·: 

'. 

t' ... 

~ 
~-

. . . ~ 

.. the. damage assessmep.t which the ·sovi"ets probably wrote on Golitsyu..~.': · · 

This. is where the argument lo.ses all of its· force. .We have no basis 

whatsoe_ver for making a. reliable itemization of the things which ·a·r·e·:,'<:· 
,· . . . \_ 

included in the KGB dam~ge assessment except for the documents which 
.. . . . 

Golitsyn brought with him. We can guess . th_at the i·ist lncludes the· ·. 
. .. . 

gist of all documents ·which Gol:lt.syn saw while in Finland for the 17 

months before he defected. It would be.impossible for the Soviets to 

say precisely what Golitsyn remembered of KGB organization, personnel, 

and activities since he had left Moscow. It would be absolutely 

impossible for the Soviets to know wh.at Golitsyn had learned illegally 

by word of mouth, either wbile.he was in Moscow or after he had gone 

to Helsinki. The March 1964 DDP memo stated that G_olitsyn learned 

many detai1s ~bout sensitive operations. "which be had no right to 

know" iri thi! way. 3ust as it wo~ld be impossibl• for us ·to make a 

. parallel itemization on a -CIA officer, even with the complete honesty 

of all persons who knew him. _ -~be most serious part (tf the KGB damage __ 

assessment probably would have related to Golitsyn's service as a 

reports officer on the NATO desk. From what he has told us, it is 

apparent that he did not know the names of most of ·the ~gents whose 
} : ;' ............ "8";" 

(.,..,.,_,_; ... ~ ~ 1 
. . 
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reports he handled. Be· was able to describe su·bject matter and had 
; 

:.~anaged to .Pick ~p some other operational detaill!;5• many of them 

wrong, as in-the 'ANDREY-:J'ACK cases •. While the ltGB would probably tr.y 

........ 

. . . . . . - ' . 
... to minimize· the. damage assessment in their report _to· higher. authority,··. 

<they would probably ·maximize it amo~g themselves, but it defies l~gic: .. :· 

to conclude .that· ·they ·wo~l~ send us· an agent who. would be able to. 

provide the details which .would lead to c~ml>.romise ,of producing as.sets.;. .. 

Neither would we. *e would moye very.ca~efully o~eratio~ally, or even:. 

stand down on. cases where we .thought there was danger of. compromise·, 

·but if our agents survived· for a few weeks, or even months, ·we would: 
·;-.: 

.conclude that.the storm was past. And the KG:B is,pro'bably considerably 
. . 

more coldblooded than we are when it come_s to collecting intelli
t:·;' 

gence eve~ ·in the face of perils . to their ·agent.s. Nosenko summed · 

it up accurately when he said that the KGB "would not really know the · : . 

. extent o.f my knowledge," "It wil·l t"ake many months to look.into 

t~ese matters, so nothi1;1g· will change for .a .long time," and when 

discussi~g a c~se:: . "they.won't have any way of knowing I know. Cer- . 

. tainly the·people who told·me won't volunteer the fact.~' The problem 

·of the damage· assessment, here or there, could not be stated better.· · 

.Since Der~abin was employed in the Personnel Directorate,.be would 

. normally know and remember more about personnel forms and., procedures. : 

than would operational personnel. The l~tt~r geneially cons~de~ all 

forms and procedure~ a nuisance and spend as little time and thought 

on them as possible. If orga.nizatio.nal. errors are to be used. against 

Nosenko, they can also be used against Rastvorov~. a~ he was one year 

off on both the formation and dissolution of the KI and,,just as 
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...... Nosenko did, 'left out the GULAG and other extraneous units when 

·drawing up the organizat~on of the ~KGB • ·although he had only been: 

· aw~y from the. Center· .four years when he· de.fected •. ··The. ·evidence 

.. which Deryabin. uses to support his assertion that be. c~n deny the 

truthfulness of.· various a'apects of Nosenko.' s: story c~ns.i~ts:. of the 

·kind of trivia on. which few persons couid score well •. Si~ce 

Deryabin was engaged in. actual intelligence· wor·k for less· than two 

.·years:before his defecti~n in February 1954~ and had been=i~. the field 

for the six months just prior to his defection, his tests of Nosenko 

involve facts at least ll·years old. They are fairly fresh .. to 

· .Deryabin' s mind beca.use they. relate to his last experience in the 

US$R, but Nosenko's considerably great~~ depth of experien~e 

naturally has placed so· many layers of information over the.l952:-.53 

era that he could not reasonably be expected to: recall the things 

that Deryabin can. T.his would b~come clear if we were to have a 

current CIA CI "officer debrie·fed o.n the same period in· CIA by a 

former CIA FI employee who resign~d in 1953. 
. . 

It has also become clear in a hurried cqmparison of Deryabin's 

original reports with his present criticisms of Nosenko. · For 

example, one of Deryabin's trivial points is that Nosenko.claims 
~· • < A 0 • 

.his working hours to ~av~ begu~ at' 1030; Deryab~* agrees wlth the 
. . 

other details Nosenko gave on working·hours. but insists that 1000 

was the starting .time. Rastvorov confirms in his reports that 

Nosenko is correct; Deryabin's ~w~ reports in 1954 stated that the 

working hours were ·1100-2iOO, altho~gh be now ~g~ees with Nosenko 
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that 2400 wa~ closing time. Considerably more interesti-ng is 

Deryabin's accusation that Nosenko madean "outright mistake11 .111~J 
. . . ljlf 

· · ····asserting that· th~re was· a· ·tenth directorate of the· KGB in 195:1 ·· 

-. which was called. the Di·reetotate- of the Kremlin ·co:mmandant. · 

Deryabin:· as-sures ·us· in his criticism of· Nosenko that "This 

directorate had· aetualfy merged with the· Guards. Dire-ctorate ·in . 
·. j:.ii 
.. . . ··t./1 fH· 

. 1947, and the combined. directorate was· designated the 9th Diree ' · 

in 1952 (and has rema·ined so to t.his day). 11 However, Deryab:ln-. 
. . . 

again contradicts himself in his. 1954 reports as follows: .. · "Tbtf · .• 
. . < ~,,, 

Kremlin Commandant Directorate existed as a separate organizat:!'.· · 
. . .. ·# f#-

until ·August 1953." ·· Be. made this statement at· least three time(~ 

¥ his 1954 debriefings. Derya-in thus disqualifies himself as a 

•• 

~~~~ 
~~*~ 

~ . 

knowledgeable and objective examiner of Nosenko. With- all the 

Deryabin spent in· the_ Guards Directorate, this is a point one 

expect him to remember. These contradictions, and others which· 

would probably turn up in a careful examination of the rest of 

Deryabin' s ease against Nosenko, are ·in the area of Deryabin '.s 

supposed greatest competence _and usefulness to us. Zt is o~ly 

logical to find that Deryabtn is also on shaky ground when he 

pretends to have knowledge which he never had. 
. ..,,..._;;;,. 

The. most obviou~' · . 

example is his comment on the fact that in giving his military~ 

mailing address, Nosenko included· .the town name. with. the field 
. ,• /' 

post number. Deryabin says: · "This is yet another mistake, s.in" · 

~· ·~ ;_ 

.. {. 

·. . .,..""" . .;·:...: ... / 
military postal security procedures prohibit .linking the milita':: . _ 

. ./" ,.,,.,~p. 
· . ..,.,..;:--...-- . 

unit number with the location of the unit on.the envelope." No~ 

could be farther from the truth. When:the system was first· 
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·-- -established in .1942, this was the concept, but it soon deteri,Qrated, 

· and almost all· SoY"iet internal military mail after the war contains· 

. both the FPN. number ·and ·the ,·pls:ce name. If Deryabin really knew 

the Soviet FPN system, ·he would· ·have been able to say that the. FPN' s · 

. i were assigned in. blocks at first·,· and that ·the 901XX block :·fro.m which 

Nosenko' s FPN ·.in· Sovetskaya Gavan '!as taken was in' a naval bloc.k. · I.f · 

. be had this· real knowledge, be. couid then say that military in~elli

gence FPN' s commonly con-tained a zero ~s one _of the five digits. Be 

~ould then have concluded that the number Nosenko gave was ·in fact a 

naval intelligence unit·. · I.t is. admittedly som·ewhat easier f.or us to 

make such an analysis, as· we know from an·incontrovertible source 

that the FPN Nosenko gave was assigned to a naval intelligence unit· 

in the Sovetskaya Gavan area at the time Nosenko said he· was the.re. 

Deryabin is not an experienced Soviet intelligence officer •. Be 
less than 

spentLtwo years in intelligence work, 17 months at BQ and S in the 

field, two years in military CI at the end of the war and sub-
.. 

sequently served as a personnel security officer; ·this is not much 

more than a familiarization tour. Be is, of course, .qualified to 

comment on Soviet realities. in .general better than any of us up to 

1954, and to a gradually decreasing extent ·since that time. Be. is an 

adequate, but not flueni~ translator. Be is a thorough r~searcher 

to the extent that he has access to information; his research has 

the same limitations as any re~earch--what is written in books or 

reported byagents rarely coincides with the objective facts of 

· human behavior. 

. ;. 
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••• •• > 

:.::,. .... ·•"'. No doubt the motivation,. or the\ ·e:V~l-utiC)~~-: o.f the mo.t.ivat:ion,. 
··:: ... _;::·: ... '. . . ... ; . . :- ... · :.- .· .. . ' • ·. • ..• ::: . . ' . :· · ..... _.JI •. · .. 

·.::.-> ... · ·. which led Nosenko t:o defec.t: · is very complex, in. keeping with his· ... 
•o..,~;~ '•.' 0 .. '> .,. 

0 
' ' , ' • .. ~ I .• ' , : 

. · ·· · .. personalitY·. di_s~urban,c~. ·The same was dramatically trli~ with·'·< .. · :.: .. ·, . 
.: . :: ·~ .. , . ·.. . . . . :.... ·. : . . . .'· . . . . : .. ·, . . . . .-:. . : . . . . .. . . . .. ·~ ·.~ ·: -.. 

. :.:. :: );{·(_ .. Penkovskly·-..: .The. same elements whi~h the .rat:ional:, nor:mal·. pe:rson:· ·' 
... ~ .. - ·. :: .. : .. ~ ... :. .. .··: ... · ··'' .. ::~· :::.:: .... :.~. ·.;·_ 

.. · · ·::::;.::>:·would. weigi( carefully before t.akl~g ·the-~road ·to .. treason. -~~re ·:· .. ,:· :,-: ..::.. · .. 

. · > ::<.;_._::::.: .· ign~red·, ·f~~~~~a.tel:r ·for us, .. by b.oth No~enk~ ·~nd': Penk~~~~iy_:·:·:.··~~-~:: _.; ···).·~ .. · 
. . \ , . . . . . t . . . . ·. . .. . . . 

. : :~ ·: .·{·p~~h~p~·j,y~~~~;:·:~e_s_t_ -~f the few·. important agents and defee·t.ors we have 
.. · ... . . . . . . . . . . :'' 

· .. · .. · ·. had.· Both of· them were protect:e.d by high-level: ge'neral_. officers 

-
This do~s.' not.·' meaD: .. that.. their motivatioi:ui were· at· .-:=. .. ~.; 

. · ... :', ....... 
their. _families • 

. . ··: . all alike~. onl·i that~ the obst'acle.s" to. changi~:g 'allegiance· ·'~"ere: .. : ... ;:_;~:·: . 

f~-',_.}·(_: roughly :~i~tt~~: .· ~o~~~~-~~-~--~e~l ~o-tivatfo~· ~~~t· be ~ough~· in -~i~. <-~·:-.~· 
... c :.:_.:~.-. ~-:. formative: y~~r~; when, .. 'lik·~ .~the sons of mos~ Sov~et: leaders,_ :, ·; . :, __ , .. , 

- :::--:. ·. begi~ning ~it:b· s.tali~ • s. -~-~ ~.on,·. the world was h~s for the' as~i~~ :· ~-. · .. ,.: 
• • • • ,.: r • .,. ,. : • ' .. ,. :.·. • ' , . • • ·.~ 9 • ••• i, • 

.. ·:. and he t·~ok ail he. could ·ge·t. Yet, there. is a motivational~· element .··.~,: .. · · 

. .. :-: .. 
. ·~ .. 

relating t:o the.· father in both cases--as an amateur psychologist~. r '·' , . 

su,bmit that. Pen~ovskiy was' reve~ging his father, and' Nos~nko d,efected·.':·:.·~ . .:...-=.:::: .. · ··. 
~~·;':::· .. :_:··.as the ultimate act: ~f rebellion against hiS' .•. :: .·· .-: ··. ·: ·.·: .· .. ··:·: .. ~ .. :.:·:',:.":.: ·. ·:-.:·.···:_,;·< 

·'.1 :-· . ·' 

Assuming that: the Soviets were. t:o conceive an operation against 
.... · 

· .. · 
.:,.) 

: . ' . . . . ~ ... ·:· ': 
us which involved an RIS officer, what: would that. officer· be like and: 

1, ·. •' . , •••• j 

'. . ': 
how would they prepare h:im1···. ·Our ·experience with disinformation · 

agents indicates that they would not prepare him at all in the sense 

Nosenko is said t:o have been prepared in the notebook •. They _would 

select: a man who could not compro·mise anything, but who ·also did not 
... . ... 

have to invent: any significant: period or chapter of his: life~· . The 
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. . . _ .. ·:-.-·-very fact that. Nosenko appears· to· be. fabricating his past frof! 

· :~"¥,;:~~f.·. kindergarten days ~~ ·the bes·t. eviden·ce· that hE( is_. not a .plant,.··.· ... 
~ . '. 

·':·~ ·: _.- aJLd· good evide~ce ·that he ·_is not fab1:'icating anything at all e:xcept -· 

· .. ··~_: .<<.·wb-~t -is: .re·q~lred. by: hi_s. d~:stu~bed per·s.onality:.·· .. A.·distu·rbed per-· ... 

· .. · .. ~-:. 

.. <>.:·~:<·.'_:.;_• so.nai:lty can~ot b~ cont~olled·,··· ~-0.' he. is .·not. a: candidate .for a d:ls- . 
. , . J::. . . . . ,. . . . ; . 

...... f • 

. .. . -~ .. 

: . 
' -~ . 
. · .. ·. 

. ,informat:lon.': operation.- The candidate ·would have:' to .be a l~g:lt.i.mate 

offi,.cei' 5 for otherwise the KGB ·would not be sure that we did not have-

·a penetration of <the KGB o:r Soviet_ government· wh~ could . tell us all 

about _the operat:ion 5 or that:· we would not: soon ·have a defec1::'or· who·: 

could t:eil us that: Nose~ko's story was fabricated. ·Actually~ one 
.' . . ~ :- . 

of our best Soviet: ,agents told us that ·Nosenko was a legit_imiilte .. 

f . . . 
.. .. ~ : .. 

~. . . . : 

.:··· 

defector and :knew mote damaging information than Penkovskiy 5 so ·_it_·:_: 

_-. is remarkable that the case against Nosenko has gone thi~ f_ar. ·· .. ' ;-: 
. : .... ; ' 

As far as the preparation of the KGB officer ·disinformat:ion ·agent 

is concer.ned, it would be thorough and complete. This rules out 

Nosenko immediately; as he was not able to pass the polygraph 

~~~):.·: ... <:'· su~c~_ssf.ul~Y·_, :A: sta~ed a~ove in the· Belitski~ ~ase, a :known dis

c·-'· :. ," ... information' agent, he passed the polygraph successfully in 1961~ so 
.~ ... • ; I •, • : • •: 

. ~ .. 
.. . . 

. :r:..·· 

.·::-;:-.··. 

!! . 

it is quite unlikely that the .most important ·disinformation agent 

would be sent out ~nprepared for the p-olygraph.· 
.. 

There .is surely a 
- . . -

need to study why the known agent· "passed" the polygraph and the 

valid defector (Noseako) did not. What ~oint ~ould there be in 

"resistance to int-errogation" and ~'-how to conduct himself in. 

detention" if.he is not trained ~o beat the box? 4nother flaw, 

a serious. one, ~n the. theory that Nosenko.was prepared by the KGB, 

particularly on the basi~ of Golitsyn's information, concerns 
' . 

't~ ~ ~ '" : ' " ·: • ' ' • • ~ • • ' ~ ' ' ' ' . - ~ ' ' "' • • - ' ~ • : • ' - ' 
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..... 
' ... 

- _;- -; 

the tourist ops documeut.which Golitsyu had brought out with him •. . : . . . .. 
' .. 

.. -.··:. i _l!Tose~k~ .knew tha~ ~~ii~~yn :had. taken~ this docum~nt, but _was: n.ot 
_ .... _ .... 

·~ .. : 

·-.···-

.·. ·_-· .< . ·famili~r ~ith ·it.··. This would. not be· poss·ible. if he had been .. , 
~- . . . · .. ' ' i ...... 

.. -~·-_, : prepared by the. ·KGB.-'::· Natural1y· Nosenko .did not know. Bla~e ·had 
·-·· .. 

:~ 

•' ., . .. .· ... - .. :. ~: . . . : . . : -~ : :· . .. :- ._ .. '· 
.... ·. ··:._-:-:··. · .. _·:contributed to. this.··document-:..he 'had no u.eed -=o >know. > ·. >: •• 

·::: ·.·. >-}('· .: \:. . ~i~~~ _.· ;i-~h ~:~~:~·-:··~-~nd·~~~Y \·~ <ia'enttfy .. ':~o·s enk~-~ ~-·-de t~_ac t-~~~:_,;as ::· ·_: ~-' ;·~:>. ·: _·.X:, 

. '• l" 

-: -~: i . -· .. . .. --.. -' · __ .·. 

:::!i:·· "knowledgeable· so'~rc~s"; there is a corollary which c-~sts .·doubt. on .· ;: 
.. .. ~·' 

·, > 

sources who help to· substantiate his ~tory. _. :rive of. these a~e .. ·. :'·,. 
· .. 

said to conf.irm Nosenko' s i~en ti ty. 
·Another sig-nificant one···is the 1959 naval defector, Artamonov·. ·The,:··.-· 

' .. 
language· used to .describe Artamonov's comments on Nosenko is 

• . . *. . . 

.. ,, .. 
' . .• : :· .. =~ : .•. 

·.decidedly ·hostile, but t.here is no eviden.ce ·at all to suspect · · .· · .'.' .... : 
. . - - . ~ - . . . . . .. 

~:: - Artamonov. Artamonov. made a major contribution .to U.S. -iutelli-:-· ... ··:·' __ ··. : 
. :. 

~· . g_ence; .18 highly respected bY senior U.S. naval. off :leers • and :Ls. ;··. · ':·· · . .. ·· ... " .... 
the. most. inteliigent and. well-adjusted Soviet defec:tor in the w.;st. ,'::.:_.· 

~ ·t .·. : . . . 

He was Golitsyn's best friend while Golitsyn· was here, and Golitsyn- · ·· . - .. • 
called him several times from E~gland, having left both h1.s·· dog· . .. · 

. :. 

~,._ .. __ ,, :·:·.: :_and· color television with Art_amo.nov. w:e have~ found. A~tamonov to- be . .'::·:: ' 
. ..... .. 

... : :···.-:.- 'hig~ly ·'cooperati,:e. with persoD:s wh:o 'unde~sta~d 'th~ s'~vi~t. sys~em·_::·_.- ~ ... :: · .. :. :~. 
. . ~. . . . ·. :'. . : . . . . . ~ ::-' . . ; ··:··: 

..... 

-~ . i . 

and compl~tely impat·ient with ·those who 'pr~tend to such· kn~wledge."· ' 
·:.::· .. . '' 

'He can. probably make much more ·useful and· valid· comments on some of·· . 

. ···: .. "- : · . 

. Something should. be said about Nosenko.'-s mell1o~y. All memories 

are selective, depending on pe~sonality,· interests, requirements; 

and other fact.ors. :In .a .sense;· nothing is ever forgotten, but in 

practice we can·recall only limited amounts from the sub-conscious~ 
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As Nosenko said: "There- are· 'differ·ent types of memories." When 
·.· 

·.- . ·. . 
. we consider ~that Nosenko bas identified ~p to 200 leads for us, 

· .... . .. · ... 

over 400 KGB. officers and. agents, ·and 127 .of 173 All;\erica~s in the. .. 

: .···::··U.S. Embassy- ··in .. i960~·62,. w·e:. m~~t. :admit that h~ bas exceedecl most· of 
- . •. . . . 

'. 

· ... ·.. ~. . : 

:US in memory'capa,bili~y. 
. . ~n-addition to these,·h~ undoubtedly _has 

· .. 
the usual fund of 'information· centering on his fami-ly and non~career .· 

life. Yt:;t, in examining 'his production and his sta-tements~ ~·e expect~ 
. •' .·. 

- him to add all manner of tr~via ·to the immense amount of informat~an 

he has already provided, and we. expect him· to have· it right~ .. ·; 

Then. his memory of flying· in lobster and vodka for agent projects 

is called "little details." We have not asked as much of. S:ny. other · 

defector~ ·If we did, we would throw them all ·back.· Although we_· 
k: . . . 

. · have no place. near the agent stable in our past that Nosenko has 

t~.f~·· · - identified, I would not be able to come close. to the number of •. 

identifications No~enko has made, and neither could anyone else. 

Unfortunately for him, what i·s trivial to him on the inside is 
. . . 

far from trivial to us on the outside, and the same no doubt applies 

· in. the opposite direction • 
. 

·Another. factor which affects our evaluation. of Rastvorov and 
. . . . 

Deryabin as judges of Nosenko is the~r· conclusion· that Nosenko's . 

history is such that he could never.have.been. employed by the KGB. 

Times have changed·since.they.were there, since-his employment is 

confirmed by_ Golit_syn, indep-endently by one of our best agents, 

and a "Q.umber of agents whom he handled. Another curious remark~ 

~ ... apparently ·made by both Golitsyn and Deryabin, is that Nosenko 
i~~~. 

' 

~~-:?:~:L·.-.·. ·::·.::· .\,. ~-·: _.:_ .. :-_ .· .. -~ ... ·-.:. __ ... :·.:· ·.·· .. :· .. : · ... :. ,·· ·-.. -. -~~-:~·~--:-.'_::~~: .. . ·/ · ..... : .. -·- _- ·-. 
· .. ' ~ 

- .. ·· 
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.. · 
seemed to be giving :r.~f'~ation from the CIA reports they 

'.·~.:.:,·:had provided us.;. . T'h ~:t- ~ . curious on .several . c_ounts • . b e·c~use .cl 

,. 

repcn;ts · to them. so t.hey· wo:uld have . · ... · .'. . ~ 

.. ·_.·we do not show .defee'l::.t.S::::"'~~ .. 
... 

:·. <'>~rouble kns>wius '1U,.f:: -~~- they had .told .us,: ti: is also .C.ur:touS; 
.. 

·.·. :. 1~ aCcepted. at f8.c:O.- ..,.-;.,_~ becaUse it Would be additioDd evidence 

·· that No senko ·was pt:orl.t~«:t accur&te informatioD, · to the ~xte~t ·•· . 

that _Golitsyn's and r,.ri";;~in's repo,;,ts 8.gre~d with On~ a~oth&i:. 

····~; 

·.· ··. 

<. . 

. . . . . .. . .. 

In fact, however, ·-~ t:.~:r.abin _poi.nts out ~orrectly. in p~rt. 
Nosenko 's me~o~y .i.iJ. ~6::: .*8 complete~· as Dery~bin' s 11 ·so he does 

not r.eport . as . accu-rar;el-::1' . on the KGB up to 1954 • .. when all three. 
. . . 

o.f ·these d~feetor~ we"t'~ -lServing in the KGB eoncur~en·tly for a f'ew 

·months~· Comparison of.· ~~senko' s and Golitsyn ~ s · reporting shC)ws 

· that .their .reporting o-?'~~laps in some respects 11 but that Nosenko' s 

is superior in e-verY t"E!I:~j)ect .. except. French· ~gent~!' and Firs·t 

· Directora~~- organi%A·~iMJ .. · 
.. · .. 

'Ihere are a numbe:1" IJf contradictions and discrepa-q.cies in 

the noteb~o.k. analyrd~· t.;f Nosenko, some of them. quite· significant·. 

'Ihe o·~tobe~·-1·964 utatulf t'e~,~~t~ fo~ exampiell.makes'the.assertion 

that "Since NO~ENY.O'u t#.#lsely-elaimed serv:ice -in t~:e Americ·~~ 
. , . . . . 

Emba.ssy. Section.· coineid~IS fairly. closely with .th~··per.iod. c~vered. 
by the KG II- coU:'co~ t ud cirr.REPANOV papers on th~- s8.~e Section; s 

. activities, and ~lu<:~ CJ0f4 ITSYN ~as ·aware of cert.ain successful 

or impending: oper.~t~on~ there in this period, the conclusio~s 
reached h~r·e. implY tl111t hoth the CHEREPANOV papers an.d the NOSENKO 

information a~e :intl1nt1t=tt1 to ·cover up pene.tratio~~ :invol:ving 
,• 

.Personnel statiou~d ~-~~ f lH:! U • S • · Embassy, ·Moscow during the. period 

..• 
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from approximately 1957-8 to 1963." The qu•lity of.Golitsyn's 

knowledge has been ·discussed above. The key word in .this vert 
~ : ... "' ,. . . . ·.. . ·. '·- .. 

j,,.-i£.:i_::. ·, .. ·-critical ~nd final .judgment is "colnclde". It is ·.completely · .. 

'~~t· __ .. /. -.. faise •. · Th~.;~herepanov p~p_ers .cover t~~ period. 1957~8-- to 1960; · · · 
.. ~·· . . . -: . ·. 

. .. •'. 

. ' .. ~ 
,.:, 

! .·:. 

••• 

.· ,. 

:· . .. . 
whfle No.senko' s service 'in. the.· American. Embassy, ·section was: .from 

. ·.;_ 

remains_,.· Cherepanov and Nosenko. did not work in the Sect:i:on.·· during 

the same period ot" time •.. If in fact the two events 'did coincide.· 

one would have to consider.them both more seriously; if the Soviets 

had .sent_Nosenko out, they probably would co-incide. As it is, the 

Soviet,· cannot hope _to convince us· with some "worthless" papers. 

···.about surveillance that there we.re no Embassy peu.etrations for 

three years and then feel obliged to send.out an agent to convince 

us there were none for three more years •. Another case concerns. 

the assertion that Nosenko tells "pa~t" stories.· This is not 

illogical for someonewho is relating gossip or someone else's 

jokes. 'tri. the March .1964 memo, ·so~e 15 'such stori-es are cited 
' . . . 

11And the odd thing is. that_practically e:very· t:i,me.he tells the 

. story, regardless of. th~- context or angle of :approach to it.> the 

story comes out· in exactly .the same form, with exac·tly ~he same 

details given ln exactly the same way, no more and no less." 
~ . . . · ... 

. . ... --:• 

This is strong. language.·. However,'· ju~t a few pages later, with 

equal vehemenc~, his stories are described as follows: "However, 

the number and type of contradictions w-ithin ·NOSENKO' s ·stories 

go far beyond what could be cons:ldered normal."" Now 111 strictly 

Speaking, thes~ two violently opposite assertions could be 'true. 
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when an individual is telling different stories. ·However 

the ANi:>REY story. is. given as an exa~ple ·in b.oth cases!· On~ ~- . 

tends _t~--i.~:se a' littl.e. c;~fid~~ce. ··i~ the analysis ·.at .thi; ::_ .. 
' . . ~ . . . . . . ~; ·. . 

· point 111 and p.e_rha~s doubt :J:.t~ ~bjectiv~ty"a bit.· Later on.· .·. .· ... -· 

'· ... 

. if: 

.· ·,.; 

··: .· the S'J:ORSBERG caEu!.· which ·was i-ncluded. ~n ·the list of "pat'~ .y_<: :·· :·· :.: ·.. ·.• 
. . ' . . . . . . . . . . . ' .. - .. ; . . ~·. 

:: .. .: :.: -~·· .·. . . . . . . . . . : ... 

~ ... __ :· 

·· . ..- •. ·sto-rie_s 111 is· said tc;» have been· told 50 times "with. at le·as.t .. ~ne : 
... 

contradiction each telling." 
:.-:-. . 

What are we to believe? 

. The same questio~ o£ objecti~ity is rais~d by the adoption_of 
. . 

the stereotyped· phrase "li~r' s ·face" •. This is a subjective 

. · ·observation; all persons have certain· standard facial ·express·ions. 

~nder various circumstances •. · There are even personalities 

which constantly employ "false _faces 111 " people who are. always 

acting.· It is dangerous to allow such a st'ereotype to enter 

iu'and corrupt. or replac~. ju~gment. 

In effect, Nosenko stated the case for his own defen.s.e 

.... 

'":"· " . 

very well: "He would lay the blame on,bis interrogators, saying 

that he knows better how things are done ·in the Soviet Union 

=:;:··:·. ·. than we do ••• " I trust that none of .us intendS t~ argue.:·this··· . 

· · point_;_Penli.ov~kiy told. us this· constantly, .. and it.· is qu1te correct~ 

" ••• that we_were twisting his story 'and mak.i'ng things look dif-

... 
. . ·,. 

. ·': . . . .. · .. 

. ·ferent; that we had ~lready decided that be was 'false' ~nd 

weren't listen~ng ~bje~ti~elj.·" I b.elieve the ':evidence· given · 

above supports Nosenko o'n ·these two points; especially when 
•' 

we recall that the memo wb~cb labele~him a "plant" was w1;itten 

just two weeks after our first .meeting_· with him in 1962',. 

. . . . .~-

· .. · . 
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"Finally, he would'. stress the qualit;y and importance of his 

basic: information, · tellf:ng u~·. that, because his. ·basic facts _, 

....... :-:_: ... · .. -·.::·.·.were correct~ ·it was···unimportant'.h.ow· be' learned' them, whether 

. :. '' ' 

...... · da.tes and othe~ .·details were wrong~: ~r whether we ~!ready 

·. ·. . : ha~ ·t~·e .. i~~~~mation. ··fr9m otl~~r· :sourc.es'.~... Nos~nko bas . an 
' . 

· · excellent ariument . here; when· the facts·~ c:·an be· cheeked 

.. ~ :. .. · .. 'independentli~. as his. can' be, ·and have· been,· the. sourei:..:..g details· 
. . · .: . . . . . . . . 

that one tries to inculcate in· a recruited, ·trained. agent pale 

to insigni~:ieanee in eompar;(son. ~et's take.the wheat and 

leave the chaff. 

Having examined ·the various memos and. status reports. in 

the Nosenko notebook,· I ·am. satisfied. that Nosenko. i's ·a bona 
. . 

fide defector·. The ease agai·nst him consists almost entirely 

of assumptions, subjective observations, unsupported.suspic:ions, 

innuendo, insinuations regarding·. his sup.porters, ·ste.ady repeti"":' 

tion .of charges against. him, . relatively trivial eontradic:t'ions 

in his reporting, and ne·gat:ive conclusions about his b~na fides· 

whi~h actually are derived from evidence .of his·disturbed· 

personality •. I have analyzed many·sovie~ disinfo~mation·c:ases 

. and many fabrication eases, and· have identified. a number of both 

correctly, both before there were any negative operational .. , 

indicatioris and in.the !ace of oper~tional e~idenc:e that .the 

cases were bona fide, but I cannot find a shred of solid evi-

dence against Nosenko in any rif the memoranda or rither documents 

in the Nosenko notebook. 

\:~ ~ 
v ~~ 

'·', .·· .. " 
! ':.' ~~ ••• 

·.- . 

., 

.. 
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.· 
'rhe 30. April. 1965 memo status repo.rt states:: · "Subject 

. . , . 
. . . ·'-:' ·-:- · · ,. has r_epeatedly. challenged· us to .produce· proof. of his guilt and 

~ .... 

•. : 

. -.. . 
; _to __ try_ him·.· •. ~" Nosenko has another goo_d · arg~ment.' here-the 

... 
· · case would ·be thrown o~t. of. court .for lack of· evi-dence·.:_ Bow-

·ever,. what do we lose_ by taking him up on_ t.~is?· ·I recommend 
. . : . 

. . . . 
t-hat we appoint. a n_e'W judge and -jUFJ for the Nos-enko ·case and-

_-institute .·a. change -of venue. 'J:he _participants .should be pe.r

sons not. involved in. the case so far, .b~t with experience 

_ pertinent to the case, ·such as the following: 
.. 

A. · _Psychiat-r:ist or psychologist. as full-time consultant 

B.- Rod Kenner of· IG (SR experience, objectivity) as judg.e. 

Be's also a lawyer, by the way-. 

c • Dick· Stolz (Moscow ex~erience) 

D.· Dick Kovich (KGB· defector. handler and Soviet ag·ent experi- · . 

ence) · 
••••• + _. ••• •• 

E. Bob Lubbehusen (15 years continuous experience with produc;.;.:·--.... 

tion fr~m ·e~e_ry. Soviet agent and defec_tor, especiallr KGB) 

:r· •. ·Ed .Juc_hniewicz· (Sov_iet agent· and CI expe~ien_ce). 

. G. (Specialist in Soviet technical collection 

and equipment) · · 
. .. 

The detention of a defecto~ is a serious actio~, but the 
.. 

detention.of a bona fide defector on false charges has implicit 

explosive potential._ It is not the.question of justice to an 

individu~l, but a la~ger question. First, the handling of his 

information as disinformation contaminates our CI analysis- now, 
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in past eases, ·and for a long time in t:he.·future. Rather. than 

being disinforme( b' the ene~y,. we are deludi~g ou~.selves •. If 
":' . .. : . 

• .. we are afraid that ·word of our- suspicions. -might: -get back to .. 
. . . . ,' •' 

Moscow., we should_ be even more. ~oneerned. that word :o~ ·our .. · 
. ·: ~· 

detenti"on of. Nosenko· will·. also •.. ·Row many 1!1ore· Soviet· intelli.:.:.· ; .- .. ·. .. . . . . . . ~ . 
. ' . -.·,.· .. 

,_;: ·. 

. ~ ... 

. genee officer defectors, or even agents., can. we then expect? 

Sine.e( ~~oGEE knew,. KGB ·of fieers; and pro.babl.y GRU as well., 

···. ·,·. 

. . . :~ 

.. 
haye the advantage of knowi~g that Nosenko -is a bona fide-·. '·, . . . . . 

defector, but they· will not: have much respect for·· us· or ·desire· 

to come over to us, if they learn how we have dealt with him. 

The review-of the Nosenko case will have to take into 
. . 

li:,.:.: .... account:· the KGB. aims which we have theorized· for Nosenko as· a. 

. disinformation agent. These are stated. in the notebook-as ..... '. 
follows: .... 

-A. Penetrate CIA and FBI One wonders how the KGB would.expeet, 

this to be done. If it can be 

... 

~-~_:·: ... 
.. •.' 

assumed •that t:h~y have some know-
.·. 

ledge of the treatment of RIS defectors 
· ... 

... 
. . ~ .. 

:, :· 

·. ' . ~ . . 
... : . . ~ . 

in the U.S. •. then they know that such 

de-fectors are held at arm's· length.; 

Only in the past weeks bave·we 
~ . . . 

initiated a program to brief RIS ', 
d-efectors even on our dead cases and 

their production, although Deryabin 

has been used on some aspects of 

non-sensitive cases the last two years. 
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Host RIS defectors have 11~tl• 

qualifications.f~r, o~ interest 
;· 

:·.· in,_ work other. than .intelligence, . 
. .. . . 

s~· the desire -~f· Nos•nko~to ~id us . 

is normal ·and should. be accepted to 
.. 

· the ··exte~t that -we are using· the 

·others. 

B. ·. Redefect ~ discredit U.S.· intelligence~ and generate unfavor- .. 

ab.le -publicity about us-If this is the Soviet aim., we ha!e givjl!n .. 

the~ a magnificent· opportunity I Imagine what :wouid happen if_ 

Nosenko were a "pla~t!'-the Sovi~ts could make charges at any 

moment pointing out· that Nosenko bad been kidnapped by us, 

l· : aided by the Swiss arid Germans, and that he was now being held 

···against· his will.·· What co.uld we do or. say? One wonders if -CIA.· 

would survive the subsequent. furor in the press, Congress,. and 

abroad. Who would believe our ·protestations that t:be goods had 

been planted on us....:..the. boy· with his hand in the c~okie jar is. 

~~:;· .. · ·'"seldom considere-d a reliable witness in his. own .d_efense. If : 
... ' 

Nosenko were· a· plant:, the Soviets can get him back whenever they 

··._want him, at our expense. 

c. ·Discourage other defectors-How can he do this? If be d.id 

·· t not: serve in the KGB, as the notebook claims, RIS officers will .. 

know thatp and what we do with him will not. affect their own 

intentions t..o defect.. If. we are wrong (which I am sure we are) P 

and Nosenko did serve in"the KGB, the knowledge of the double 

game he is playing would· spread among'his ·past, presentp and· 

• _.·:: 1-,¥ 
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future KGB colleagues and likewise have no effect on future· 
~·· ., ' .. ·.. . 

~(::· . defections. The only· way the KGB c:.ould hope to discourage · 

future defections .. through Nosenko would be for u.s· to detain him 

,_: ~· . . ': . 

. , ... ·_"In other words 111 Nosenko. is a bona: fide defector 111 :but: ·~e have made . ·· 

,. · · it possible for .the ·soviets· to gain ... au unexpected windfall by 

J. 

- . 

. ~ .. . ' . . . 

. our ·treatment of him. There is D:o···other .rational explanation 

. of how they could hope:~o a~h~eve.this. theoretical ai~. 

D. Protect. existing Soviet agent.s in the West·-. There is nothing. 

lul.ling about Nosenko 1 s· list of 200. agents in the West, particu-. 

larly the key cases cited above. Nosenko's background and ex

perience provide him no basis for reas·sur_ing us that no. Amez:i.cans 

have been recruited outside.Moscow, nor does be try to do so.· 

He goes so. far as to point out that· the most imp~·rtant case.s even 

in his own directorate are taken ·out of the hands of the working 

level and ~andled by the directorate chief personally. How, then, 

could he conceivably mislead us. about the agents recruit_ed in 
.. . . . 

Moscow? We have no evidence that be bas--it is Golitsyn' _s · 

disturbed personality. that conf~ses the cases· most, not Nosenko's, 
.. 

including the ANDREY-JACK case' on which Golitsyn is said to have 

. been desk case officer for two ye~rs! The only_suggestion of· 

.evidence-that Nosenko is misleading us is Golitsyn's hearsay 

from a section chief· who was· 99 percent sure he was about to 

recruit an American code clerk; Nosenko said such. a recruitment 

was tried and failed. Who accepts this as proof.! Nosenko to.ld · 
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us ·that the Soviets were stil:J. receiving code: machine infor1;11a- · 

tion in 1964-what more· do -we need.? ·Is this concealing -an ·. 
. . ' 

·agent? Quite the opp~site. There is ·no evidence ·t~ .support 

·the "protectio·n of agents" theory. We are fortunate that Nosenko ... 

could tell us that they still have a>high-level agent--:it was 

surely not within.his need-to-know. 

E. ·Lure us into operations in the UN-Of all ~he theori.es,. this 

one is the most far-fetched. Since we are already running a 

disinformation agent.in the UN, and have been since 1958.·the Soviets 

could pull the plug on this one at any time, and could have done 

so in the past, either while the agent was on _TDY in New York,. ·. 

·or by assigning_ him. PCS. If they want to move the UN; they have. · · 

other means. Since it has· proven so useful for .their own intel-
. 

ligence operations in the past,. it is safe to say·th.at they will 

l•ave it in New Yor~ for a while. Considering alL the age~ts 

they have run out.of the UN, it is not likely that_anyo~e would. 

take their protest seriously just because we were running one 

agent there.· . · ... · 
. :' 

So, it is, after all,. unreasonable to ionceive aim• which 

would justify sendirig out an experienced intelligence officer 

as a "plant~"· Whatever purpose ope mi~ht. theorize, ~here.are 

better ways to accomplish that purpose. Whenever the Soviets 

have set out to mislead by giving information, or by giving us 

agents who are without information, they have succeeded only 

because they follow t.he simplest possible formulas, including ali 

·' 
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absolute m~nimum of fabr~cated legend, and the maximum base of 

objective fact wh~ch is still consistent w~th the~r modest ·aims·. 

·The all-accom·pl~sb~ng· Great Plot ~s still generat~ons ~n the 

future. 

Wha~ w~ll ~t take tQ convince all of us that Nosenko is 

bona f~de? · Nos.enko expres_ses the· wish ·.that we will soon get·· .. 

another KGB defector: who wi.ll vouch for hi11i"... So· do I. Be can 

.say·tbis confidently because he knows 'that if we aiready bad a 

KGB .penetration that penetrat~on wouid vouch for .his .bona fides .• 

Did we ~ell h~m that: we-have no such penetrat~on! . If not, he can 

only know it because be. is ~nnocent.. it ~s beyond reality ·to 

argue that everyone in the·KGB will vouch for Nosenko's story--

,... it· ~s not enough to alter a few. organizational documents. The 

f"· tru~h comes from li~e, not from the •rch~ves. If we call all 

that and all. those who have already vouched for Nosenko "suspect", 

everyth~ng and everyone vouching for him in the future also as 

"suspect," what do wa have leftt This way lies madness. •hat 

kind of proof do we need of his innocence, when we call him guilty 

with none? 

. - -·.-··-p 
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ME:!.fORAllDUM FOR Tn RECORD 
~2 September 1967 

SUBJECT: Recent DeTelop~ents in tll.e Renew Of the Nosenko Ca ~~ 

1. On 2 June I was contacted by tll.e D:OOI's SperU:U Att~istant, George 
. Mcl&mus, and ns of'f'ice to discuss Sortet in 1.•"' Uigence cd>llection 
as it related Prior to tllis call I :ia.ad b,.,,h,~'\~. aware that . 
}.ic.Manus ltas lUk r es n e SB DiTision about .;q po.a! l.l c>n and background. 
In his Office we discussed tke SB collection prograQ and tae ~~P.cial contribution 
of' defectors. lfo CCD~.ent vas made b;:r eit:la.er ot us regarding 1111i· talk witk tke DDCI. 

2. On 30 June, at ..-y request, I met witll tlit.e ADDP to.@xpress concern at 
kaTing again been passed over for ~o~otion. Be intor.ted ~e t~qt my pro~otion ll.ad 
been approTed but that it had not been :u.de ef'te·ctiTe becau:Je 14~ "Uld the DDP were 
puzzled that I h~d gone over their ~eads to discuss tlle Bosen~q case witk tke DDCI. 
Re stated tllat it vas ·not a cri.llll.e to Tisit tlle DDCI, but tlaat Mte DDP ckain of 
cO!:!J.IIIIllmd skould be :followed, and all possible points of' appeal ror suca· a disagree
lltent should be exkausted be:tore taking a matter. to tlte Directcw•s ot":f"ice •. In repl:;r.; 
I stated that ~ action was proapted by tke knowledge tll.at tqa ~B DiYision paper on · 
:Rosenko ltad been sent to the DDCI, tlua.t tl:le DDCI yas aware taal; I ad written a 
dissenting opinion,. and that ae had expressed interest in that •lpinion. 

. . 

3· ~e ADDP stated. t1iat lte and tke DDP were knowledse~ble or tke Nosenko 
case 1 tbat tke::r ltad listened to s~e ot the interrogation tap.,~:~ ~ and tlla:t tJaey· were 
inclined to accept't1te DiTision·position. Be advised ~e tkat t;~ere were many f'acts 
or wJa.iclt I n.s not aware, and t:U.t it would be best if I would. i!ontine ;.rqseU to 
require:aents rmtters, lea.Ting counterintelligence mnalysis to Ma.ose persons wao 
were responsible for it. Ie said tlaat we ltad treated llosenko I u a gentleaanl.y 
m:umer, wldclt was more t1tan tli.e Soviets would do in a si.'"dl:a.r tl 111 ae. · 

4. I stated tltat tl:le l'fosenko case and aos·t or tlte c=.,_"!e· wlrlclt tlte DiTision · 
connected witJa it were cases with whick I laad been·inTol....ed, ~~-t tkey were all 
cases of. evaluating production in cOJaparative terms, and tJaat ;"'.r ·experience in suclt 
eTaluations qualified me to llaTe -:;.y ·Tiews :ilaeard. Me adTised •Iff~ tJua.t if I would 
tr;i again to discuss tke subject- witla CSB tot he would no-., be ttilling to aear me 
out. Xe said that if I still disagreed and wisked to discusa 1,.1~1!! subjec~ Yit11. 
otlter . senior of'f'icers, I s1a.ould f'irst intol"lll CSB ot tkat · intent. · I called :rus 
attention to tke negative attitude ot tlle Dirtsion t<r.fard intelligence opportunities, 
and tke ADDP stated tltat lle and t1t.e DDP were entirely aware or ""at attitude and -
were· vatcldng it closely. · This. aa.s since becoue . apparent to 11a , . 

: . . . . . . 
. . . 

. 5· A:tter ray return from Yacation, on 12 July~ CSB ClillJ.I'!!d me in to f'or-
ulize tke proaotion and empaasize tkat lt.e was .. solely res-,onalhl.~ ror. it~ It was 
clear tot .lle kad discussed q Tisit to tlle··DDCI witk ·tlit.ef 1'-'t}l'it•· su1d tJa~t ·tlte DDCI 
had J:terely confined the rtsit and c~icated tlle gist of "'r.-: .... ~tion to tlle p.aper 
whick t~e DiTision ltad sent Aim on tlte Nosenko case. 

: 1 

~~: 
~~';,:,';f";-:"~ 
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6. On 14 August,\ two Dirlsion officers. who had been'~eTal.uati,ng tl:a.e 
:Nosenko paper were obliged to m-ite up their critical views and sub:d.t tielll 
to CSB. He subsequently stated that their criticisas would be useful in 
ti~tening up the paper, and advised tAe~ to continue to analyze the paper 
for tkis purpose. Taey continue to.find major flaws in the case against 
l'tosenko. CSB inforaed tlle~ tllat t11.e paper forwarded to tke DDCI was only a 
draft, and that there vere bound to be discre~ancies and inconsistencies in 
a paper so co~plex and involving so ~ny aut1ors. 

7. On 24 August I was called in by CSB/ CI and told that I could no 
longer discuss tlle 11osenko case witll any of tlle several otticers under llis 
jurisdiction who were working on the case, and that any of tkose officers 
wao initiated such discussions wita ~e should be asked if tkey had his per
nasion to do so. I agreed to llonor tkis arrangeaent but e11p:U.sized tllat rry 
only interest in such discussions was to facilitate a thorouga and objectiTe 
review of the 5osenko case. I then recommended that the two officers. be 
given ra::r Decel!tber 1965 :paper on tlle case, and this was s1;1bsequentl;r done. 

8. Since rq detendned actions to expedite reopening of tae lfosenko 
case have led the DiTision and the DDP to disown ~Y views and to exclude ~e 
frcn tlle review of tlte case, I see no existing fol"'.UU for m:y news within the 
Clandestine Servic;es. ~erefore, in spite of the BBP's adrtce tllat I either 
retrain ·'fro;~. lua:ring an opinion, or express it only within tlte Dirtsion or 
the CS, I have a sense of urgency that ths attached Tievs on the disposition 
of the lfosenko case b~·considered at the co-:aand·le..-el. of tAe Agency wkere tlm.e 
~timate decision ~st be made. 

I 
i 
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).!E*ORANDUM Foa:· : ______ ., 
-· ....... ·- .. 

' 
SUBJECT : .. Th~ Clandestine ·Ef"f"ort Against the USSR 

1. The negative positions taken b.1 the division 
. continue to dominate and negate our efforts ta colleci#. 
intelligence on the USSR by clandestine means. In · 
addition. I believe ~hat ~is negative environment has 

. . done permanent dam&ge to our capabU1 ties against the . · 
soviet target, and that this damage increases with.. · .. ~.:- · 
each day that this environment .prevails • ·~· ·. · ... · . . · . . . 

2. Foll.owing is a summar.Y ot recent. ·devsloP'!Dents · ·· 
in the d1v1s1onh positions ·and a· list o:r their' e.ff'ects .. 
as I" see them. · 

.. 

-~ 

a. Nosenko 1s a deception agent• and Soviet deception· .. ·.··. 
operations revolve-around him.; 

.·. The psychiat]."ist. ims. told· the dlv1s1on.··'t~t· 
· Nosenko's desperation to cha:nae h1s situation 

may 1ead to a false con:ress1on. 

The d1shonest;r and biaS in the case aga1 nst . . 
Nosenko are still.ev1dent 1n the current review 
ot h1s.bonaf1des~ according to the officer who 
is do1og most of the writing of' that paper. 
Attachment A is an example of this technique-

( ·,_-~.t'"· \ . r·' . . . . . 
b.,: []30URao.N {is a deception. agent.: 

'.'--1.) '---.--< ;:·/]~f-;, .-/'7 ..::: ~ .. 
I believe that. ·:,OOUREo~ ~is bonafide,. He has just 
made h.1.s severi~ 1den'~1f1cat1on of' a major 
Soviet agent in the u.s. (Boeckeohaupt), who is 
the fourth such agent who was active, unsuspeqted, 
and in a position to do th~ u.s •. serious qamage. 

. . . . ' . . ;- . --.. ----)'~~ ~--. '·. . -~- ........ --- .... 

Any attempt to develop and d1ssem1~ate,.:'BoUR.8oN'~ ) 
information is 1nev1 tably ·blocked- by the. CI . , '~ I 
emphasis. as well as failUre to provlde tha .cas& 
officer close substantive suoport. f·-doURBON ·'ts 
providing some signif''-can~ ·information wh1cd .is ... 
within his access and appears valid. · · 

-· . . . . . . : .. - ' . ··-<> .. ~~ (~~) . : ~~- ,:-
. Unwarra."ltad aod dishonest .Judgments of'; r;~oua::oNt~:J.> 
information are made without the kno,.,J.'eage of<__) 
division officers qualified to make such judg
ments. See Attachment B. 

' 

'.' :. 
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~~-.<r~------·. :·~·-.-:;~---~;~· ortic~rs or the· ·<11vls1ori•a ·aRU,B~nch~.disagree · 
·:·.! · -~. ..... w1tih the ~1v1~~1on~~ evaluation of( J3()URBO,R·,.l 1'he . 

paper on.\ ~URSON's )bona1'1des 1a being did.tated · 

"'"~WJ: . . ... .... ~ 

' . '. 

:·. 

.... : 

It•· 
~-·· 

; "'," 

.• 

. • .. ·. 

-to, t;hep:a by the di ?is ion chief'. 
<' -'~~ •?, t....._ /,..-.,A! /""\~ ' 

c :-.1~ r~COTCft1c}is. a decept;1on agent • 
..... _i • ....... > -
··SCOTCH continues to provide requirements arid .,, 

·information which I ·believe to be reliable and 
appropriate to hie access. His 1nformat.1on is 

·such that it does not permit a firm· conclusion 
· about bie bonafide& one way or . the ot;her_. bu't . · 
.his CI 1n:f'ormat1on is the· best· basis f'o~ judging 
·him.·· . . . .. 

. . . 
. ··All important ~Ov1et &gents arrested 1D the·u.s • 

1.a the past five :years or so have been· compromised 
Nosenko· (Johnsen!_. MintgenbaUgh)_. .BOURBON:. : .. ,; . 

. Tho1:1psoa • Howell, · Drummond :t ·· · 
BOeckeahaupt • and Cass ) • and SCO'l'CH (BUterdto ·. 
·aod others unknowa to m • · · I bel.1eva that · · 
SCOTCH ~s·proven himself io· the CI f1eld,·but 

: the case for him is not as foolpratf' as for the. 
othe~ two,. Even so. h1s· bom:d'idea· or lack of 
aame bas no· automatic bearing on Nosenk:o.and 
BOURBON• . 

' d. Most sov1&t.act1v1t1es wblch.have·been detected 
around the world are deception operations, called 
"dis1nf'orm.at;ion" "screen" or ••diversiona,....,." . . . -~ 
operations by the division. · 

-The keystone of this position is the assumption 
that the GRU academy class of 196' which was 
1dent1f'1ed for us by Penkovsk1y is a "throwaway• 
group runiing deception operations. In fact. 
only 7 of 51 1n the cl·ass have been 1dentiif1ed 
1.a 1ntell1gence work .• 

.This theory wa~ prepared as a book dispatch 
three- years ago but not. sent out. It 1s given · 
in briefings of agency and liaison personnel¥ 

. Analystlis of previous oases. such as the Fel-re· 
case, are being written with_ a bias built in to 
support _this theory.; ... .' -·· .. ... .. ~ .. ~ ~ .. 

N~ walk-ins ·and telf def'ectors or liaison .~e;ents .... 
escape the deception label. · · 

* In ear~ Januar;r the d1rl.aim begins a courae far cT' a~ and. this 
philosopq will pro"babl.7 be . - 2 ... passed. on to them~ 

·. ·. 
' . 

. .. 
. . :..· .. 
·.' 

• •1,.1 • ; ' 
.': .. : :.:-· 

..· 

.. 

"~ .. -· ·- . . . . 
· .. · 

i~~/. ' ' ' . . . . - ' . ' ·: ' . ' ' . .· - . ·, . . . . ; . . ' . . . . . ._.'' :. :· 
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ff~~~:1·· ·· ' "'e. Ind1vlduala· who provide 1nf'ormat1on. which tends. 
}/~'< . · \. to corroborate the reporting or bona.fidetl of . the 
·\ ~- : · above agents are also deception agents.·· · ··· · · 

~~;~::::}r.:~. 

·:.. . :·-. ~ 

. . ·:.:: 

. 
Since all HIS defector& and agents-in the future 
are certain to provide such 1nfor.nat1oa, all. are 
d1sored1ted in advance. This is a partioularl7 
cr1ppl1ng position. as our two best .positive 
1ntell1senoe sources hav~ been GRU officers. 

. . . . 

The only such defector we· have ~d since Nosenko1s 
_walk-in 1n 1.962 1a Olga Farmakovskaya~· whom ·the · 

... 

.. 
d1 vision judged a 'deception agent pr1mar1ly. · . · · ·. _.: :·, .. 
because she stated her husband attended the ORU · · · .-· .. . ·:. , ·. 

· aoaele113' with Nosel2ko., . see Attachment c... · · =· · • 
. . ~ ·: < ·· ... : 

.• 

A number· o:r agenta in satelll t.e intelllgeoce: · · .·;: · .· :: , · . · · 
~ervicea are beins ·tarred w1th ·the sam• brush.,. .-. : · ·· .. ·::::'·· )~'-.·) :: · · · 

3. The e:f'f'ecta of the above pos1 tiona. are detrimental . 
.. · within the d1 vision· and the Ageno.r, and I. bell eve the7 

have damaged our reputation with the FBI. MI.-.616 and othel9 
. liaison serVices. ,: 111 thin the Clandestine Serrices, these 

. : pos1 tiona and a have generated. a Widespread fe$Ung 
. or frustration~ and impotence. The division 

.. practically preaches the superiority or the ltGB overr the 
FBI and CIA. using the above theories as "evidence•. . · 

· ·Old standards of 1n~ormat.1on and source evaluation have 
been a~ndoned and even reversed, with ba sis 
-d~iving good analysis out or existence. idity 
of SoViet area experience is beirtg denied. The effect 
is paralysis or our Soviet effort. 

· 4,. A number o:f actions have been taken by the 
division which have also contributed to the decay o:f 
the Clandest1ne·services* Sovlet effort. . . 

a. Replacement and downgrading of senior personne1 
with soviet experience. 

b. Increased· dependence on RIS defectors tor opera-
. tional judgments. These defectors are brought 
into Headquarters and overseas stations and shown 
Agency doau~ents. 

c. Attempted kidnapping ~f t~e supposed KGB station 
chief' in Tokyo. : .. <·: . . . . :- . . . .. '·· . . .. -<·· .. ..... . .. · 

d. Personnel with exp~riemce, 1ntell1genoet imagi
nation, and initiative are bullied, jeered, and 
shouted into silence. or into division positions 
which they are required to accept on faith aod 
without question. · ·' 

..... 3-
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... .... 
These actions are primarily inJurious to persona 

'1 tel;r in the division,· but the reauotion of' their-. 
1nd1v1dua1 contributions reduces over-all effectiveness•. 
·~e kiaoapp1ns episode discred~ted the division and the 
Agency, and 1s a blatant example or the disregard or· that 
di v1s1oo chief tor the views of his staff.. The require
ment that d1v1s1oa personnel mutely and blindly fol1ow 
him• ·abandoning their Judsment and sel:f•respect., alienat.~ 
some of the best people in· the division, and has been th•' 
direct cause of at least one serious illness and a con
tributing :factor to ·a number of health problems of othera. 
The motivation ot exper1enced_people who still occupy a 
few respons1b1e posts· 1n the divls,.on has been seriousJ.7 
·eroded by the unheal~ policies summarized .above,. and . 

·the. related· lack of 1ntell1sen~e success.,· ::. :: .. · 

· ·~ · 6. Wha-t I have stated here are my own sincere . and 
sober views,... The concern which I feel tor this· state· or 
·atf'airs has increased to the po1.ot ·where· I am mentall.y · 
distressed and physically affected by this catastrophic 
development. 1n my chosen profession~. EVen t:r the presen'\ . 
insidious trend were to be abruptl7 endea .. 1t ~uld .take 
matl7 years to rectify the damase, 1n the minds o:r our 
own personnel. 1n'operat1onal files and guidancet and 
with other agencies and liaison services. I ~ entirely 
committed by experience, qualifications; and 1ncl1nat1on 
to work on collection asalnet the SoYiet target. Now 
discouraged in this work, I woula fin~ it d1ff'1cult to 
regenerate this lost enthusiasm 1n a new assignment. 
However, 1:t there is no hope of' a thorough review or the 
positions and methods of the diVision within the next 
few monthsv I feel that both my professional and personal 
welfa~e Will re9uire that I find some other assignment. 

1. In committing these ~1ews to paper, I am aware 
that th~ positions and actions which I cite as offeasiv$ 
are also the product of experienced and dedicated Agency 
empl.oyees., to whom I impute no d1shonorabl.e motives.. . 

·However, I believe it fair to state that the present 
operational philosophy or the division is tailor-made 
to suit the. KGB; several present and pas~ SR Division 
officers have made this observation. It appears to me 
that the division chie:r•s preoccupation With the KGB and 
mania for attributing so many or the worl.d's ills to tha~ 
is a product of ~s own professional frustration. An 
exa~pl.e of this outlook 1s given 1n Attachment D. He 
appears to hold the KGB ... responsible for a long hlstor.y 
of personal failures: · 

-·4-
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. . · . a. · As head (if the he· had 

· ~ maJor responsi.tir~~~~~~ra~~rOf ~ver.r . 
.. such operation which we ran. 

b. He was publicly disgraced by the "bee~in-the•f'ace .. 
recruitment failure in Vienna. 

. . '• 

c. After he moved 
was transferred 
soon ~omprom1sed. 

• col~- ·Popov . 
rlia-and waa 

.-----'U:::::..:.:::..K..._..:__, . ,·. . .. 
While he was .._ lose cooperatlc:nt · . ·· 
W1 th · resul.ted 'in the · 
'loss. our. age11ts who were .. ·.,_ :_.· ... 

a. 
. .... · 

. compromised through Felfe, a Soviet asent 1n . · ;: · :· · .. , · :; · · · ·· -: .. 
the B..'ID CE section., .. ··' ·.· · · ·: ...... , . 

. . ... : .... ·: .. ·.· .. ·:· '• . . ' .. :~·:·.:··· . 

· .. e. ·ra-6 'staff' o·fflcer was diacovere(l to have been.··:'_, :: ·.<·~r~ .. : .· 
working :for the SoViets while in Berll.n (B1ake)., · · · ... :: .... 

~ . . \ 

'rhe Berlin tunnel was discovered ··ana closed~ · ;'. :. · .. .... . ·.: . · ;:: · 
: . . . .. · 

6•. sever pport. ·agaats were :f'ouna · ..... · .' .. 

. to be·u atrol~ and. c 
ruon1ris in Berlin were rolled up :rmAR) ~··. '. · · , 

· h. Shortly after he met 
was cal.led home and 

CUTE 1n Par1s, the latter 
t. 

1. He was again publicly disgraces by the kidnapping 
:failure 1n Tokyo. 

While some of these unpleasant events cannot in any way 
be blamed on him. it 1s easy to see how_he may have . 
acquired a feeling that nothing is bonafide. that nothing 
.works right.t and t.ha.tl:he must somehow even the score,· with 
the KGB as the enemy. I believe that this becomes too 
·costly when ou~ intelligence goala and officers are both 
expended in the process. · · 

- 5-

Leonard McCoy 
· 00/SB/Ra 
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.. . 'u4 Jldpt ue.tke oppori;w:ait,' to encroacll Oil Aseac:r :respa:w1bU1t1e8: · .. 
• •• : ~ l' · ·.- · . · ·· .m4 useta• · 

, . . .t. .• Reaol.ti~··Ot t.ae probla turet'~ ·.,_n t~ ae :f;o be.Bst oseu~·-
1:·· ·: ::.: ,~ .. :~ t1&J. ·tor politic:al. _reUaUie . T.llut· C8UiiB8 is bomad. tO be Surt'ace4 ~· ·!ro Aol4 
': .:"~···. · l'osenko acler prea•t circ:'aat.tmc• 1DAefiDitel::r cu .cml:r ac14 to t1Ht-riua.· · I:t we 

::· .: ·were to tVD 1l1a Oftr' to_a C:OO)el'&t1ft totali'taui.U COW.tl";r l.:lke SCMtll·Unca$ .tlle ·~ 
.: .. :. · ·. 1Dit1al. claMp wc:ml4 be· sreaten e11 .tJw JIIIOI'&le. Q4 selt'-:res,eet ot .. AaaCJ':.~~~. 

--~--·. · 'Wt the~ ot tlae w~e·eto:r;r_ beec:a.iq.DOWD.·mrta14e tlae Aaac,:·wc:Nl4 bec:CM·~ ... ·: 
:;' ~;,...;,,:: ;\ greater, eo tlmat tke euae wwl4 .· omal:;r adA to tlie aploalft :pat.eat.:tal ot 'Ws ; · .. :. ;"\ 
· .. ·. :::::.cue.· .. I:t J&e·~ to tie·ot ;mua.Rnl.._caaesnue 1D CNr·ll.uad.s$· tke paUtical ~--. · 
·<.·.:.: ~1cia.t1~•. ·at tlut cue sea· to • aat appftda'bq less tlum 1t' w were: to kUl. lda. · · 
,. ~· .· x· ~o.zae .subait .tJuLt. •oaa:iko•a artatas _slu:Mla.·.'be iepl~ .u soc:ia u:·:JC~~~s:tble.t ,:-. · 

: . ' ... ·:::'ad -t-~: 'tlli•· e~e at ut:tca saoald )III'OC8ea Vi~ zoe~ ~or·tkt&:·Hftaadt . .- .. , .. :::· .·· .. ··:\ ~:r. ·: -~~;K7 :-, :;;::.:: ·;ji.ttt;:>.::~l~r~::~~j'f~~~g,::,;J 
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· · _· .. ,. 1Dtel.l.1gace ~·aDA-~ p.renDt solat tlajs. JlDMDko'a pl.ac:e ~ ·;:·.:.··,: .... :: 
... ..:: residace.aoul4 be· ael.eeteA to u.,. ld.a an;ri'l'aia Borl.n moo e1t1zeu, "tlut'··~::/·: .. :·:; : · · 

· .. : ::-r ... : central u;.s~ :press, ua4 :lD~-- azoe&· wam .ua::r ~- emeues .... ecaatt• c:0\\1.4 ·/' ... : .. 
·_i· .'·.· be loeal.Ued. M4 plaJed ckMa.: tt·~aHI"J', a\'I.Cll.·excessea ec:mJ.cl be ued. u . · · -~ ·: 
.· ·' ontrt endmllee ot tlur aeea·.to ~ k1a to-a aare.restrtc:te4 ea~t •. Dle. · ·- .. 
~ .... _.:'. ·u.s. is p:"'b&'bl7 tu OD17: ~ wllere we cu: amtalB· S'tle'JI ocatral.. · • sk<NlA · .·· 
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. ... " ·. · · · ,.6:~·- ·h ~-b. f.C'J.·a~~ait~-~ ~~ b~-Pd4·a ~ ....... ,· < 
· stut.ial. ·~ee "ror· ld..s 1Dt'OJ'IIUlt1cm." •. We sllc:ml.4 also tUe :respcos1b1l1t::r ~az- · . · 
lids aed.ical· trea'blllr.st 1 wk!cll 'l1ll a1'f'~ u a co.zrt;1Du1:DS aeastu"e ot. ecmt:rol • .". · .. 

·· As u expl.autiCD to idJa ot· OU' luiD411DS ot llba· to date, u· e~'tic:m. at t1le· 
t,.-,e tlle Sar.leta migllt sift skcml.d· be .. usecl. · 211.1& waaLd :blcl»de tlae asserttcm. 
tlmt" na uwll1Dg wu. roat1De 1'«- Jft'SCIUB Y.ltk Us ~~ •• tlae Deed. tO· 

.:ceclt cut; Id..l!i YOla!Dowa DtON&tica &at be a»U'ftt to ]d.a •.. We ec:mld aow . · .•i. __ . 

· ·•·· .· a~u1aure·lrta tU.t la.is baut14ea M4 beea- reeatJ.;r establisked b;r ann Iml·pme.;,. ··:·. · .:· 
.. ·· ····· ~-- - trat1cm.o-',· In 111.111 C&H, 1t .u. &lao ~t to nep.lda 1A. a .saf'e pl.ace. to . · . : · _::': _, 

-: ~- .. · pnm!Dt koirt1le &eti<:m apiast lda b:;r· la1a r~ coll.eapa.· . Sale f4 tJds .. _.,-:.- ·. ·:· :. · 
: · · danger, at cOU'Se, still :pe:n1sta.- . If'. tlle tact r4 lids ·tOl"'lel" atatws rita. 'Will :. · · ::~-: -~.,.:: 
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dangerous to JWuelr an4 otll.en. · .. , ' ... . . . .: __ .'-/:::·.:....:,-
... •,·· .... ·'<v-.'. ·",; ... '. -;. • • • .'·i... 

·1· In 11Pt t:4 tll.e. psycaaiogtsts tl . eftlut1ca ot l'oseuo as a weak 
:perscma.l1ty, he rill P1'0hlhl7 seek 'rl..nd1cat1CD UJOD releaae. It is tlaereto:re. 

·· b:portant tlaat kis release' be ·carried 0\lt vita appr«»p.rlate s1Dcerl t)". hater 
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v:aems ot sat1si7!Ds tlda urp c:a ld.s part· wcml.d be to collaborate w1tk 'Ida in ·: . ·· · 
. . . . preparing azoticlea or a book wlaick wcml4 tell lda story (up -to a -po1Dt). )~mat .·: 

·: illllportamt, u a weu :peracaal1t:;r; lfosdko's abU1t)' to' swrta:tn, k1s ·8p1rlts_ . . c·,_- . . , . 
tm-ouga tla~ last t1lre& ,.ears· testUies to ·lda cCGYictlca ·tat lte woul4 be · .'::, ··. · ~··· 

. ·vind1c•ted 'm tiRe •.. P&radoxlc:all7, cmce tnt source ot strengtA 1s_:·relll01'ed, 
b;r our _acceptins lda baumftdes, all tae cos:plicaticms ot lU.s .,t'aerloual::r. dis-;·· 
turbed perscmal1t::r'' w1iJ. probabl:;r ret\U"D •. :i'w tlds reasc:a, Close sup»>rt 
is · necessar,y.. · ' · · . .. ·.: 
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28 April 1967 
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD 

SUBJECT: Meeting with CSB on the .. Nosenko.Pape:r 

·1. ·Ori 4 April 1967,- the present senior . ..·'·: 
case officer on the BOURBON case, Jim Flint,. who 
was on TDY at Headquarters,,came to my office 
at my request to discuss the bonafides of BOURBON.· . ·' 
In this discussion I mentioned to him other cases ". ·· 
now going on which_Headquarters has related to. 
BOURBON, and recommended that he ask the GRU.Desk 
for briefings on these cases. I a1so advised 
him tpat a·major SB Division paper on Nosenko, 
which mentions BOURBON, was now well over 700 . 
pages, and that it was being prepared for the . 
Director. In addition, I told him that a number 
of persons in the Division and outside the Division 
who had read the Division's earlier papers on 
Nosenko disagreed with the Division's findings. 

2. ·on 5 April I was told, by an SB Division 
CI officer who was involved, that CSB had called 
him in'on that date and questioned him regarding 
the origins of the information 1...rhich I. provided 
Flint.· Later I learned that another officer of 
the same branch was questioned simultaneously .by 
C/SB/CI, and that immediately after the two meet
ings were held, the first officer was recalled.· 
by CSB for further q~estioning. Both officers 
wer~ sternly warned not to divulge to anyone that 
they had been questioned. · 

3. ·On 7 April I was called to ~he office 
of CSB at 1630 hours and met with him until 1730 
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hours. He stat.ed that he had a memorandum written 
by Flint which reported a number of statements 
I had made to Flint. He was particularly con
cerned about an "impression" Flint. got that I · 
had indicated that the DDCI was revielfing the , . 
Division's Nosenko paper. I replied that I had 
·no knowledge of such a review, and therefore 
certainly could not have said such a thing to 
Flint. I repeated what I had told Flint about 
the Nosenko paper, as stated above.· CSB·stated: 

·that ·for my information, .the Nosenko paper had .· · 
been finished and in the hands of. the Director 
for three weeks, which was news ·to me.· He also 
stated that it was perfectly alright for the . . · 
DDCI· to have a copy of the paper, in his posi~ion, 
and that he·would tell approptiate Division person
nel.that they should not be concerned that the 
DDCI had a copy of the paper. CSB told me that·· 
if I wished to·raise 'the level of my disagree-
ment about Nosenko to the DDP or DDCI, he would 
be glad to go along with me to di~cuss the ~atter · 
in their p~esence~ He said that he had lunched 
recently with ·the DDCI _and discussed the paper 
with him, which was not the first such meeting · 
with DDCI on the subject. · 

4. CSB stated that because of the privileged 
position I enjoy in regard to Division operational 
information, he had to be able to trust me in the 
handling of that information; I agreed, and stated 
'that iri my- judgment Flint had a need to know items 
I had mentioned to him. As to the origin of my . 
information, none of which I received officially, 
I stated that I made a point of maintaining a 

· good listening post in the informal organization. 
·In addition, most personnel who .have served in 
the Division very long always assume that any 
current case will have been surfaced to me for 
inte~ligence exploitation. -Therefore they do not 
hesitate to discuss new cases because they believe 
I have a need to know. In this respect, I asked 
CSB why my office was given no opportunity to 
examine the intelligence potential of Soviet de-. 
£ector Olga Farmakovskaya or the new·KGB case in .. 
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New York. He stated that the first case·had 
no such value, and that the second was not under 
his control. Although I disagree with both 
statements, especially since.a Division officer· 
is meeting with the New York walkin, I said · 

·nothing.· · 

·5. CSB ·stated that. it is essential that 
personnel in the Division, other divisions and 
other agency components.do.not feel.that.he and 
·I have~opposite attitudes. toward iritelligence 
collection. He asked if there was a personal . 
factor in my_opposition to his views and I as.:. 
sfired him th~re was .not. I pointed out that as 
long as the Division had the negative.attitude 
which' was exemplified by the Nosenko; ·scOTCH, · 
~OpRBON, Farmakovskaya, the New York walkin, the 

[QUJCOZY .case, and numerous other minor cases, we 
· would not collect any intelligence on the USSR. 

This was the only point.at which he· became upset; 
stating that he could not agree with the Polyannas 
who say that the US Government is not penetrated 
and that the. Soviets do not kno111 every move. we 
make. I stated that I did not agree with them 
either, but that I disagreed·most strongly with 
the Division's positioris on most of these cases, 
and would not defend them. 

6~ I tried to ~xplain that most of the· 
Division personnel who are aware of the cases 
which are lumped in with Nosenko have doubts about 
the validity of the Nosenko paper. He said that 
he met. with them and knew their views, and I sug
gested that his own views, and the deputy division 

·chief's, were stated so vigorously and categorically 
in those meetings, that other persons were reluctant 
to contest these views •. He did not believe this, 
but .I added that since all of them w·ere at his 
mercy in their careers, they did not want to get 
into a vehement argument with him,. leaving bruises 
on both sides. {As I left his office, a branch 
chief who knew that I had been there for an hour 
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asked why I was not bleeding from dozens of 
wounds, .and I said that I had listened a: lot.) 

1. In closing I stated that I would not · ~ 
tell Flint that I knew of his memo, but CSB 
said.that I sho~ld tell him. I ·said that Flint 

·was ill and.needed help, but CSB said he knew 
Flj.nt: and that it was just separation from his ·" 
·family that had been·the problem;· (I did not 
.tell CSB that Flint ~sked me privately to get 
him removed from.the ·BoURBON job, stating·that 
he found it extremely trying.· Also, I did ·not 
tell. Flint. that I knew of his memo.) 

8 •. Immediately after Ii!Y meeting with him,·· 
CSB.called in all senior CI personnel in the 
Division. He began by ~tating that he knew he 
was pompous and domineering but.that it was most 
important.to him to. know if any of them had · 
doubts about the Nosenko paper. Of five persons, 
three admitted, two for the first time, that they 
had doubts about the paper. Initially surprised, · 
he eventually dismissed these doubts as the 
reasonable doubt that is always present in the 
intelligent mind. He then told the group that 
the DDCI had a copy of the Nosenko paper, and 
that it was proper for him to have a copy, so 
that no one should be concerned about that fact. 
He also told them that someone outside the Division . 
might be coming to talk to them about the paper.· 
Discussion of whereabouts of copies of the Nosenko 
paper led one person present to believe CSB was 
trying to determine how a copy of the p~per reached 

' DDCI. . 

9. On 24 April my immediate superior returned 
from leave, and on 26 April she was called in by 
CSB .and he showed her a memo for the record of 
his conversation with me. He stated that he did 
not intend to forward it to anyone. He said that 
he had discussed the incident with DDP, who was 
·concerned, and with DDCI. He also indicated to 
her that he intended to continue me in my present 
position and to ·"stan·d by" my promotion recommendation, 
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which he has again submitted. In the memo, .he 
repeated the assertion that I had told .Flint 
that ''a group outside the Division"· was going 
to review the Nosenko paper, which is a· ~light . ~' 
change from what he told me, and information 
that I did not previously have to tell anyone. 
My superior indicated to CSB that I had already 
described my meeting with hi~ t~ her~· . 
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